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The study examines experiences in developing and implementing SD
Strategies in nine EU member states and the role of national SD councils in
assisting this. SD councils have access to political institutions and to wider
society to mobilise opinion and to stimulate action. The study focuses on
the experiences of the councils. It analyses their role in advising on national
strategies and reflects on the criteria for success and failure the national
councils themselves set to foster and monitor SD strategies. It further asks
which patterns of recommendations and communication efforts turned out to
make the most difference.
As a starting point, the study has taken stock of information already gathered by former meetings on SD Strategies, held in The Hague 2002 and
Vienna 20031, as well as later on the Kinsale conference (April 2004,
Ireland)2. Also, in spring 2004 the European Commission published a survey
on national SDS, which was partly useful as background information.3 The
EEAC4 study compiles and compares national experience and identifies
lessons of practice that may be helpful both at national and European level.
Exploring best practice examples as well as obstacles and difficulties, with
the aim of learning from each other regarding both governance/processes
and policy fields, requires at least some insight into the broader political and
administrative framework of a country to enable mutual understanding. The
study highlights some features that seemed to be important in this respect,
e.g. the differences along the line majority/competition- versus consensusstyle of democracy (which affects horizontal coordination in government),
centralist versus decentral/federal structure (which affects vertical coordination), and corporatist versus pluralist background, which influences the style
of interest group involvement and also the status and work-style of a SD
council.5
Participating councils and the EEAC jointly financed the study.
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Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (VROM, 2002); Austrian Federal Ministry
for Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management (Das Lebensministerium, 2003),
www.nachhaltigkeit.at/reportagen.php3?month=5&year=2003.
www.comharconference2004.ie.
European Commission Staff Working Paper (2004).
European Environment and Sustainable Development Advisory Councils. www.eeac-network.org.
The limited and not fully systematic analysis of these aspects partly led to differences in assessment: e.g.
Germany is categorised by scholars (Hague et al., 1998, Lijphart and Crepaz, 1991; Lijphart, 1999) as a
country with a strong corporatist tradition, whereas the impressions gained were different. For Belgium the
assessment was identical, the Netherlands gave a more corporatist impression than typically assessed. The
biggest contrast occurred in Sweden, which ranges high in the corporatist ranking of international
comparisons, whereas this study did not identify this, maybe because other factors, such as strong
consensus-style of government and a bottom-up approach, outweigh this.
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Background and key questions
Agenda 21 set the framework for national SD strategies, widening environmental policies and adding principles and issues such as equity, poverty
reduction, as well as framing the economy-ecology conflict. European
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The EEAC Working Group for Sustainable Development therefore decided to
explore national experiences and record this knowledge by conducting this
benchmark study, addressing the following key questions:
1 What are the horizontal and vertical coordination mechanisms of national
governments for SD and who has the lead? (ch. A.1)
2 What is the role of non-governmental actors and the role of national SD
councils, both as link between civil-society and government, and as
agenda setter etc.? (ch. A.2 and 3)
3 Which policy fields are of national importance, and which ones are most
difficult to make progress in? What are best practice examples?
(ch. B and D.3)
4 What has been the impact of the EU-SDS and the Lisbon process, and
(other) international strategies and goals? (ch. C)
5 What are national SD councils doing to improve the link between national
SD strategies and the EU SDS? (ch. C.2 and D)
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Methodology and scope
• Qualitative research based on in-depth interviews with key players in the
participating countries;
• All countries with an established and functioning SD council participated:
Germany, UK, Belgium, Finland, Ireland, Portugal, as well as the Netherlands,
Sweden and Hungary, where environment councils are engaged in the SD
agenda. The councils are:
- Belgian Federal Council for Sustainable Development (FRDO-CFDD),
- Finnish National Commission for Sustainable Development (FNCSD),
- German Council for Sustainable Development (RNE),
- Hungarian Environment Council (OKT),
- Irish Sustainable Development Partnership (Comhar),
- Dutch Advisory Council for Research in Spatial Planning, Environment
and Nature (RMNO),

-

Portuguese Council for Environment and Sustainable Development
(CNADS),
Swedish Environment Council (MVB),
UK Sustainable Development Commission (SDC), and English Nature.

Statements of the interviews were mostly reflected upon on the basis of key
material provided in the participating countries (the SDS itself and/or other
relevant policy documents). In order to better explain variables deriving
from the wider political framework, which were often addressed in the interviews, some comparative literature on political systems and culture in
European countries was also used.
Figure 1 shows the main lines that were explored in the study, which at the
same time represent the typical actors, communication and coordination
structure for SD policies.
SD councils in other countries?
1 ‘Old’ member states:
• There is no SD (or other) council in Greece, Denmark, Italy and
Luxemburg:
- Greece established a SD council in 2002, which never started to work;
it has though a National Centre for Environment and Sustainable
Development with policy advisory functions;
- Denmark used to have an active Environment Council, which was
dissolved in 2002 by a new government;
- Italy used to have an Environment Council, which seems to not have
worked;
- Luxemburg has started to establish a SD Council (end of 2004).
• Spain is currently re-establishing its Environment Council CAMA (stakeholder composition); on the regional level there is a SD council in
Catalonia.
• Austria in 2003 established a ‘Forum for SD’ which has since then been in
a process of setting up working procedures and its work plan.
• France used to have a SD council (French SD Council, CFDD), whose term
was not prolonged when it came to an end in May 2003; a new SD council
was established in January 2003 (National SD Council, CNDD), which is
though more of a ‘convention’ than a ‘council’, as it has around 90
members. It completed its task of reviewing the draft SDS from May
2002 by June 2003.

Sustaining Sustainability

governments approved Agenda 21 and started to introduce SD policies. Such
policies cannot be dealt with by regulatory interventions only, but require a
wider set of approaches including the involvement of civil society. Many
European countries have therefore established national councils for sustainable development (SDCs) as part of national mechanisms for developing and
implementing SD strategies and policies, as recommended in Agenda 21
(chapters 8 and 37). During the last four years SDCs have networked within
the framework of EEAC. The common notion has evolved that
- exchange of information on how best to foster national SD processes is
very helpful,
- capacity building for SD in Europe has only started,
- Europe’s asset is the variety of approaches and experiences on national
level, but so far advantage has not been taken of this knowledge,
- adding up (national) parts would lead to more than the sum.

I n t ro d u c t i o n
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Figure 1: Multi-level and multi-actor relations for the preparation and implementation of national SD strategies

2 ‘New’ member states:
Attempts at establishing SDCs, or environment councils, have apparently
been undertaken in several, or even most new MS. All SDCs though are
government-led and often government dominates in membership, and the
council’s task is to coordinate or assist in coordination of government policy.
Some of the councils have only worked temporarily and some seem to have
not really started working6:
• The only country with a more or less continuously working council seems
to be Estonia (since 1996): It follows the Finnish model with the PM
chairing, and has roughly four times per year a hearing type meeting;
• the Latvian SDC ceased with the WSSD in 2002; in Lithuania a Council for
Economy is now responsible for SD (no further information);
• Slovak Republic: a SDC was established in 1999 (Deputy PM chairing),
but as no information on activities could be gathered, it is doubtful
whether this council ever worked;
• Poland established a council in 2003: no information on activity could be
gathered;
• Czech Republic: In a second attempt a council was established in 2003
and seems to work (information on its work plan is available);
• Slovenia: a new council for SD was established in 2004; some contacts
exist;
• Malta established a council in 2002 and is currently (2004) developing a
SDS;
• Cyprus: no information so far.

SD “strategy” or “plan”?
Since Agenda 21 the term SD strategies has been commonly used for that
programmatic document laying out the overarching vision, goals, objectives,
policy priorities, and mostly also measures and action for SD. In some countries though there is ongoing debate on what a SD strategy is, in contrast to
e.g. a SD Action Plan (e.g. The Netherlands). In other cases there is a SD
strategy, and in addition a “plan of implementation”, with the former covering the more strategic elements and the latter the measures and resources
(Portugal). In Belgium the document containing the range of these aspects
mentioned is called SD Plan, whereas strategy is used for the entire
approach of a policy cycle with strategy, progress reports, reviews etc.
(cf. also ch. A.1.3).
Despite these differences, this study uses the term “SD strategy” as outlined
in the first place. The overall approach and process is called “SD process”.
6
7
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or: because they are established with a composition of almost only government, they operate not fully
transparently, and therefore it seems as if they don’t work.
The findings of the Commission’s survey from early 2004 hence cannot be confirmed (European Commission
Staff Working Paper, 2004, p. 7-8).
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If there is no SD council or other mechanism in place it often means that the
SD strategy, if one exists, has not advanced or is not implemented and/or
there is no SD process going on.7
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Table 1: SDS adoption, review and SDC establishment (by order of first adoption of SDS or comparable policy)

SD strategy from

SDS review

SDC established

1994 SDS
1999 2nd SDS

2004

2000
(succeeding a Panel +
Roundtable for SD, since 1994)

Remarkably, Belgium passed a law for SD, which covers the institutional
framework and the provisions for the SDS.
The connection between the establishment of a SD council and the decision
to prepare a SDS is particularly strong in Germany and UK. In other countries the connection has been made (more) explicit over time.

UK

If no SDS (yet): Why not?
Portugal: Regarding the time of establishment of a SD council Portugal
ranges in the middle field, but preparing a SDS has seen challenges in
several respects: The lead responsibility of the Ministry of Environment was
not satisfactory, and moved later to the PM Office; tackling complexity has
been a difficult process; the way of stakeholder consultation and planned
process was not, or not clearly enough communicated. As a consequence of
the deficiencies of earlier attempts, the PM early in 2004 called a team of
external advisors to prepare a new draft, including a (by then not yet
successful) identification of priority fields. In July 2004 a new draft was
tabled, which is currently in the phase of stakeholder consultation, and
approval by government and Parliament is expected in March 20059.
Hungary: Some preparatory work for a SDS was done as input to the WSSD.
There was an inter-departmental forum (with limited academia and stakeholder participation), operating on an ad-hoc basis from 1993 - 2002, which
terminated after the WSSD. Since then it has been the aim to install a new
SD Commission with broad stakeholder participation. This has not yet come
into place. The recent government decision to produce a draft SDS by the
end of 2004 might give new momentum.

Finland
(1990 report, 1995 report)
1998 SDS

2003
(progress report;
full revision
considered
for 2005)

1993

2004

Environment council from 1968;
SD consultation mechanism for
LA 21

2002

1999

2003/04

1993
(reinforced legal basis in 1997)

2004/05

2001

Sweden
1994-98 “green Sweden”
1999: Env. Quality Objectives
2002 SDS
Ireland
1997
Belgium
2000
Germany
2002

Overall, preparing a SDS was triggered by:
Rio:
UK, Finland, Belgium (not successful, started then only five years
later), Sweden (here: national commitments for ecological sustainability)
Rio + 5: Ireland
Rio + 10: Germany10, Netherlands (only partly successful), Portugal (first
attempts 2002, finalization 2004), Hungary (not successful, new
commitment for 2004, again postponed), Sweden (for first explicit
national SD strategy)

Netherlands
NEPs: 1989, 1993, 1997, 2001 2002/03 SD Action Program

no SD council,
other councils engaged in SD:
RMNO, SER, (VROM-raad), (RLG)

Portugal
(NEP 1995)
SDS draft 2002; revision
2003, new draft July 2004

-

1998

-

(governmental NCSD 1993-2002);
Environment council OKT
(stakeholder type) since 1995
SD council is aimed at in 2004
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(NEP 1997, NEP-II 2003) PM
commitment / government
decision to produce a draft
SDS by the end of 2004.
Postponed again to 2005/06

1.2
Lead responsibility and horizontal coordination mechanisms
With the concept of SD having its origin predominantly in environmental
policies in most countries, the lead responsibility for a SDS has been given
to the Minister for Environment: This applies to those countries that started
early with SD policies and strategies.

Italic: no SDS yet in place
Bold: strong connection

PM lead: Germany, Sweden, Portugal, (Hungary)
Germany is the only country - as a relative latecomer - that from the

9
10

NB: As change of government in 2004 has slowed down progress.
The first attempt was triggered by Rio+5, but failed.
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Hungary
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II

Ke y f i n d i n g s : C o m p a ra t i ve a n a l y s i s o f
nine EU member states

A

Actors and Processes

As introduced above, and confirmed by existing national experiences, moving
towards SD policies requires considerable re-thinking and changes in governance styles. Such shifts cannot be introduced top-down; they require time
for developing both within government and society. Establishing high quality processes for SD is hence of paramount importance, and moving towards
SD is largely characterised as a “learning process”.

1

Government: SDS process, coordination and review

22

1.1
SD strategies’ development
Table 1 confirms the common perception that UK, Finland and Sweden are
forerunner countries in SD policies, with the UK as the first country with an
‘explicit’ SD strategy also having promoted this instrument internationally.
With its clear and regular review system it is the only country currently revising its SDS for the 2nd time. Finland and Sweden have seen early committed
policies for environmental, or ecological, sustainability, but only relatively
late a SD strategy.
The Netherlands have also been a forerunner in environmental policies, and
especially National Environmental Plans (‘NEP’), which in a way has caused
problems for moving towards a SDS.8
Ireland prepared a SD strategy relatively early with a focus on environmental
integration, which has been continued to date as the (environmental)
impacts of the strong economic growth of the 1990s need ongoing emphasis.
Belgium together with Finland and UK was the first country to establish a SD
council, but it took quite a while and one restructuring phase to reinforce its
status and establish a full architecture for the preparation of a SDS.
8

Partly this has been caused by a wide-spread attitude that the NEPs could be considered as SDS (with the
flavour “we are doing all this anyhow”), and partly further development has been slowed down by a new
government starting 2002, what was felt as a political earthquake.
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This chapter gives an overview of the state of national SD strategies, including review or revisions and the linkage to the establishment of the SD council (1.1). It describes the horizontal coordination mechanism on the government side (1.2), including the links to the SD council if applicable. It shows
how reviews are undertaken and the role of indicators, objectives and
targets for that, and discusses attempts made to establish and maintain a
long-term perspective, including the role of Parliament (1.3). It finally looks
at attempts at vertical coordination, i.e. the link to the local and regional
levels, and whether there is a more bottom-up or top-down approach.
Vertical coordination towards the EU is addressed in Chapter C.
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Table 2: Government: lead responsibility and horizontal coordination mechanisms

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

coordination mechanisms

PM office
(chancellery)

coordination mechanisms

MinE (SD unit)

- Ministerial committee on the
environment (ENV),
- Cabinet sub-committee of green
Ministers (ENV(G)): started informally
in 1997, was upgraded to the current
status following elections in 2001,
both supported on the working level.

UK
Cabinet

Green Cabinet (supported by
respective State Secretaries or senior
civil servants)

Government and
Parliament

Coordination Unit in PM office
established early 2004
(previously: MinE leading a “delegation
of Ministers”)

PM

Sweden
PM (office) / MinE

Netherlands*
MinE (Strategy Unit, Government
national part) and
Min. of Foreign
Affairs
(international part)

Portugal
PM office, technical
support MinE

Aimed: Government
and Parliament

Previously: lead MinE; changed in 2003;
future plan: “Strategic Mission Unit”
in PM office

“Council of State”
(Cabinet with
President)

Permanent network of civil
servants of Ministries (led by MinE)

Finland
PM (for SDC),
otherwise MinE
Belgium

Sustaining Sustainability

State Secretary for
SD under the
Minister for Budget
(and ICDO)

Federal Government Architecture:
(note: gov./coalition - ICDO (Interdepartmental Commission
agreement has
SD, responsible for drafting),
support of
- TFSD (Task Force SD, responsible for
Parliament, SDS not) reviewing),
- FRDO-CFDD (SDC, responsible for
advice),
- since 2002 also: a horizontal unit
“PODDO” overseeing implementation
in Ministries and supporting ICDO, as
well as
- “SD cells” within Ministries (both: the
administrative part of Ministries; as
opposed to the political part [the
cabinets], which is now part of ICDO)

Italic: no SDS yet in place
* questioned whether the “SD Action Program” is a SDS

beginning placed the lead responsibility in the chancellery (the PM office),
provided coordination capacity and installed a ‘green cabinet’ which is
prepared for by a group of State Secretaries11. This lead responsibility is
considered as one of the key success factors for the SDS: Due to relatively
strong individual Ministers there is an underlying tendency to give up agreed
objectives of the SDS. The overarching ‘guidance competence’ of the chancellor has some potential to prevent that. It is also assessed as positive, for
mutual reinforcement and implementing the strategy, that the SD council is
as well linked to the (head of the) chancellery. Coordination between
Ministries via the green cabinet is assessed positively, and on the working
level mutual understanding has increased.
Sweden, and also Portugal, are powerful examples for a switch from a MinE
lead to a PM lead: In Portugal the steering capacity of the MinE, particularly
for setting priorities and strategy development, was considered as deficient
and the need for political weight realised. Improving coordination between
Ministries will remain a challenging task in the future. Sweden has a structurally favourable situation for policy integration, as the individual Ministers
are comparably weak: there are only collective decisions (cabinet) - besides

Hungary
MinE, PM
participating

Aimed: Parliament

Government decision only since
March 2004; not yet in place

Government

Environmental network of government
departments (lead by MinE)

Ireland
MinE

>
11

24

Several inter-ministerial coordination
groups (civil servants):
- “CPO” for the national module
(MinE lead),
- Task Force SD for the international
module,
as well as
- coordination group for “transition
processes” (in 4 Ministries): approach
for environmental integration laid out
in the Env. Plan NEP 4

Sustaining Sustainability

Germany

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

Top officials; UK term: “Permanent Secretary”.
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(NEP 1997, NEP-II 2003) PM
commitment / government
decision to produce a draft
SDS by the end of 2004.
Postponed again to 2005/06

1.2
Lead responsibility and horizontal coordination mechanisms
With the concept of SD having its origin predominantly in environmental
policies in most countries, the lead responsibility for a SDS has been given
to the Minister for Environment: This applies to those countries that started
early with SD policies and strategies.

Italic: no SDS yet in place
Bold: strong connection

PM lead: Germany, Sweden, Portugal, (Hungary)
Germany is the only country - as a relative latecomer - that from the

9
10

NB: As change of government in 2004 has slowed down progress.
The first attempt was triggered by Rio+5, but failed.
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Table 2: Government: lead responsibility and horizontal coordination mechanisms

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

coordination mechanisms

PM office
(chancellery)

coordination mechanisms

MinE (SD unit)

- Ministerial committee on the
environment (ENV),
- Cabinet sub-committee of green
Ministers (ENV(G)): started informally
in 1997, was upgraded to the current
status following elections in 2001,
both supported on the working level.

UK
Cabinet

Green Cabinet (supported by
respective State Secretaries or senior
civil servants)

Government and
Parliament

Coordination Unit in PM office
established early 2004
(previously: MinE leading a “delegation
of Ministers”)

PM

Sweden
PM (office) / MinE

Netherlands*
MinE (Strategy Unit, Government
national part) and
Min. of Foreign
Affairs
(international part)

Portugal
PM office, technical
support MinE

Aimed: Government
and Parliament

Previously: lead MinE; changed in 2003;
future plan: “Strategic Mission Unit”
in PM office

“Council of State”
(Cabinet with
President)

Permanent network of civil
servants of Ministries (led by MinE)

Finland
PM (for SDC),
otherwise MinE
Belgium

Sustaining Sustainability

State Secretary for
SD under the
Minister for Budget
(and ICDO)

Federal Government Architecture:
(note: gov./coalition - ICDO (Interdepartmental Commission
agreement has
SD, responsible for drafting),
support of
- TFSD (Task Force SD, responsible for
Parliament, SDS not) reviewing),
- FRDO-CFDD (SDC, responsible for
advice),
- since 2002 also: a horizontal unit
“PODDO” overseeing implementation
in Ministries and supporting ICDO, as
well as
- “SD cells” within Ministries (both: the
administrative part of Ministries; as
opposed to the political part [the
cabinets], which is now part of ICDO)

Italic: no SDS yet in place
* questioned whether the “SD Action Program” is a SDS

beginning placed the lead responsibility in the chancellery (the PM office),
provided coordination capacity and installed a ‘green cabinet’ which is
prepared for by a group of State Secretaries11. This lead responsibility is
considered as one of the key success factors for the SDS: Due to relatively
strong individual Ministers there is an underlying tendency to give up agreed
objectives of the SDS. The overarching ‘guidance competence’ of the chancellor has some potential to prevent that. It is also assessed as positive, for
mutual reinforcement and implementing the strategy, that the SD council is
as well linked to the (head of the) chancellery. Coordination between
Ministries via the green cabinet is assessed positively, and on the working
level mutual understanding has increased.
Sweden, and also Portugal, are powerful examples for a switch from a MinE
lead to a PM lead: In Portugal the steering capacity of the MinE, particularly
for setting priorities and strategy development, was considered as deficient
and the need for political weight realised. Improving coordination between
Ministries will remain a challenging task in the future. Sweden has a structurally favourable situation for policy integration, as the individual Ministers
are comparably weak: there are only collective decisions (cabinet) - besides

Hungary
MinE, PM
participating

Aimed: Parliament

Government decision only since
March 2004; not yet in place

Government

Environmental network of government
departments (lead by MinE)

Ireland
MinE

>
11
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Several inter-ministerial coordination
groups (civil servants):
- “CPO” for the national module
(MinE lead),
- Task Force SD for the international
module,
as well as
- coordination group for “transition
processes” (in 4 Ministries): approach
for environmental integration laid out
in the Env. Plan NEP 4

Sustaining Sustainability

Germany

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

Top officials; UK term: “Permanent Secretary”.
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Table 2: Government: lead responsibility and horizontal coordination mechanisms

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

coordination mechanisms

PM office
(chancellery)

coordination mechanisms

MinE (SD unit)

- Ministerial committee on the
environment (ENV),
- Cabinet sub-committee of green
Ministers (ENV(G)): started informally
in 1997, was upgraded to the current
status following elections in 2001,
both supported on the working level.

UK
Cabinet

Green Cabinet (supported by
respective State Secretaries or senior
civil servants)

Government and
Parliament

Coordination Unit in PM office
established early 2004
(previously: MinE leading a “delegation
of Ministers”)

PM

Sweden
PM (office) / MinE

Netherlands*
MinE (Strategy Unit, Government
national part) and
Min. of Foreign
Affairs
(international part)

Portugal
PM office, technical
support MinE

Aimed: Government
and Parliament

Previously: lead MinE; changed in 2003;
future plan: “Strategic Mission Unit”
in PM office

“Council of State”
(Cabinet with
President)

Permanent network of civil
servants of Ministries (led by MinE)

Finland
PM (for SDC),
otherwise MinE
Belgium
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State Secretary for
SD under the
Minister for Budget
(and ICDO)

Federal Government Architecture:
(note: gov./coalition - ICDO (Interdepartmental Commission
agreement has
SD, responsible for drafting),
support of
- TFSD (Task Force SD, responsible for
Parliament, SDS not) reviewing),
- FRDO-CFDD (SDC, responsible for
advice),
- since 2002 also: a horizontal unit
“PODDO” overseeing implementation
in Ministries and supporting ICDO, as
well as
- “SD cells” within Ministries (both: the
administrative part of Ministries; as
opposed to the political part [the
cabinets], which is now part of ICDO)

Italic: no SDS yet in place
* questioned whether the “SD Action Program” is a SDS

beginning placed the lead responsibility in the chancellery (the PM office),
provided coordination capacity and installed a ‘green cabinet’ which is
prepared for by a group of State Secretaries11. This lead responsibility is
considered as one of the key success factors for the SDS: Due to relatively
strong individual Ministers there is an underlying tendency to give up agreed
objectives of the SDS. The overarching ‘guidance competence’ of the chancellor has some potential to prevent that. It is also assessed as positive, for
mutual reinforcement and implementing the strategy, that the SD council is
as well linked to the (head of the) chancellery. Coordination between
Ministries via the green cabinet is assessed positively, and on the working
level mutual understanding has increased.
Sweden, and also Portugal, are powerful examples for a switch from a MinE
lead to a PM lead: In Portugal the steering capacity of the MinE, particularly
for setting priorities and strategy development, was considered as deficient
and the need for political weight realised. Improving coordination between
Ministries will remain a challenging task in the future. Sweden has a structurally favourable situation for policy integration, as the individual Ministers
are comparably weak: there are only collective decisions (cabinet) - besides

Hungary
MinE, PM
participating

Aimed: Parliament

Government decision only since
March 2004; not yet in place

Government

Environmental network of government
departments (lead by MinE)

Ireland
MinE

>
11
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Several inter-ministerial coordination
groups (civil servants):
- “CPO” for the national module
(MinE lead),
- Task Force SD for the international
module,
as well as
- coordination group for “transition
processes” (in 4 Ministries): approach
for environmental integration laid out
in the Env. Plan NEP 4

Sustaining Sustainability

Germany

lead responsibility SDS endorsed by

Top officials; UK term: “Permanent Secretary”.
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day-to-day business; the Parliament is involved more often12. Overall there
is a cooperative style of policy making, but nevertheless it was realised that
the commitment of other Ministries remained rather limited with a MinE
lead. So, early in 2004 a coordination unit was established in the PM office,
composed of civil servants from the most relevant Ministries, who used to
have a cross-cutting and coordinating function already in their ‘home’Ministry. As is usual practice, the PM delegated responsibility to the MinE,
though holding the overarching one.13
Hungary has also strongly aimed at a PM’s lead responsibility, which was
supported by the Environment Minister and the President of the Parliament,
and advised by the Environment Council, but it was decided differently. This
situation reveals one precondition for a PM’s lead: It requires a certain
degree of personal commitment, which was apparently not given in Hungary,
and might in other countries take some time and/or the right person.
Regarding coordination between Ministries the inter-departmental forum has
likely laid a good ground for future cooperation mechanism for a SDS.

MinE lead: UK, Ireland, Netherlands
UK is one of the early countries regarding SD policies, and has retained the
then typical lead of the MinE (here: Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs, DEFRA). The issue is not discussed pro-actively, and there is
no particular reason given: The Minister for Environment was not mentioned
as being against a move to the centre/higher level, which makes it most
likely that the PM is not interested. There are two coordination mechanisms,
one on the ‘top level’ of Ministers (the Ministerial Committee on the
Environment, ‘ENV’), and another on the working level (the Cabinet subcommittee of Green (Junior) Ministers, ‘ENV(G)’14). Relevant Ministries have
been asked to develop their ‘own’ SD ‘strategies’ or policies/measures,
which so far has been followed by only a few ones, and also with varying
evaluations. Also, some integration attempts have taken place, e.g. a greening the budget initiative with the Ministry of Finance.
In Ireland the lead of the MinE is partly perceived as deficient: So far it has
been more or less appropriate as the SDS still focuses on environmental
integration. But even in this situation it is difficult to get other departments
committed. The 2002 update of the SDS is criticised for not having taken a
more overarching approach. On the other hand, in case of a lead of the PM
office (or the Ministry of Finance as key department) it is feared that a driving force would be missing. The ‘small country’ effect (government officials
know each other; MinE used to be with transport, which is considered as
having been beneficial for integration) is considered as beneficial for cooperation: For the 2002 review there was an ‘environmental network’ of
Ministries at the senior level of officials, chaired by the MinE.
The Netherlands had a phase with the PM’s lead responsibility, and the SDS
preparation was coordinated by an inter-ministerial group; but the former
was apparently done rather half-heartedly, and the latter was terminated by
a new government, which also gave the lead responsibility to the State
Secretary15 for Environment in the MinE (here: Ministry for Housing, Spatial
Planning and Environment) in 2002. The National Environment Plan of 2001
introduced ‘transition processes’ in three key sectors (agriculture, energy,
transport) and for biodiversity, which are also partly coordinated or
supported by the MinE. Overall, there are coordination deficits, and the SDS
is not taken fully seriously.
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Independent lead / State Secretary for SD responsible: Belgium
In Belgium there is a sophisticated architecture of shared and cooperative
responsibility: The managing responsibility for the Inter-departmental
Commission (ICDO, responsible for drafting) and the Task Force SD (responsible for reviewing) lies with an independent ‘planning office’. The former has
recently seen changes in order to make it more ‘political’: it now has
members from the Ministers’ cabinet, rather than civil servants from the
administration. Additional cross-cutting mechanisms (elements of a matrix
organisation) have been installed for improving the implementation of the
SDS and supporting the ICDO. A PM lead is considered as a desirable solution, but the former Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development
(widened remit) wished to keep the responsibility. This reveals another prerequisite for a lead at the higher level: the Minister for Environment needs to
stand behind such a decision. In 2004 the post of a State Secretary for SD

13

besides proposed bills government also issues communications on policies, on which the Parliament may
comment.
A recent re-organisation of government (November 2004) broadened the MinE to “Ministry for Society
Planning and Environment”, with a (cabinet) Minister for each field. The former portfolio now also
comprises sustainable development, i.e. the responsibility for SD moved to another Minister, but not to
another Ministry. It remains to be seen how the relationship to the PM coordination unit will develop.

14

15

‘Junior Ministers’ (or ‘Secretaries of State’) in the UK are not part of the cabinet. The ENV(G) mainly deals
with measures within government (e.g. procurement, relationship of departments regarding SD), and not so
much with policies.
The Dutch State Secretary is a “Junior Minister” in UK terminology, i.e. a Minister, who is not part of the
cabinet. There is no cabinet-Minister for the Environment anymore in the Netherlands.

Sustaining Sustainability

(and social economy) was (re-)established, now under the Minister for
Budget and Public Enterprise. It will have to be seen how successful this
model works. Overall, the highly developed architecture sees some overlapping in responsibility, which might not enhance guidance in the future,
although it is expected that the change of membership in the ICDO will
improve this. The picture gets even more intricate, when including the
complicated federal structure and sharing of competences (cf. ch. A.1.4).

Partial lead of PM: Finland
Finland as an early country regarding SD in general has from the beginning
given an additional key responsibility to the PM (chairing the SD council) in
order to provide a direct link for all actors to the highest level, to give political weight for SD policies and to increase visibility. All reasons are considered as highly important, and the model as successful. On the operational
level the responsibility though lies with the MinE, which is in Finland mainly
not seen as creating a bias: there is an overall cooperation culture among
Ministries and a ‘network secretariat’ for SD policies in place, though also
here it has proven difficult to get other Ministries committed.
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day-to-day business; the Parliament is involved more often12. Overall there
is a cooperative style of policy making, but nevertheless it was realised that
the commitment of other Ministries remained rather limited with a MinE
lead. So, early in 2004 a coordination unit was established in the PM office,
composed of civil servants from the most relevant Ministries, who used to
have a cross-cutting and coordinating function already in their ‘home’Ministry. As is usual practice, the PM delegated responsibility to the MinE,
though holding the overarching one.13
Hungary has also strongly aimed at a PM’s lead responsibility, which was
supported by the Environment Minister and the President of the Parliament,
and advised by the Environment Council, but it was decided differently. This
situation reveals one precondition for a PM’s lead: It requires a certain
degree of personal commitment, which was apparently not given in Hungary,
and might in other countries take some time and/or the right person.
Regarding coordination between Ministries the inter-departmental forum has
likely laid a good ground for future cooperation mechanism for a SDS.

MinE lead: UK, Ireland, Netherlands
UK is one of the early countries regarding SD policies, and has retained the
then typical lead of the MinE (here: Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs, DEFRA). The issue is not discussed pro-actively, and there is
no particular reason given: The Minister for Environment was not mentioned
as being against a move to the centre/higher level, which makes it most
likely that the PM is not interested. There are two coordination mechanisms,
one on the ‘top level’ of Ministers (the Ministerial Committee on the
Environment, ‘ENV’), and another on the working level (the Cabinet subcommittee of Green (Junior) Ministers, ‘ENV(G)’14). Relevant Ministries have
been asked to develop their ‘own’ SD ‘strategies’ or policies/measures,
which so far has been followed by only a few ones, and also with varying
evaluations. Also, some integration attempts have taken place, e.g. a greening the budget initiative with the Ministry of Finance.
In Ireland the lead of the MinE is partly perceived as deficient: So far it has
been more or less appropriate as the SDS still focuses on environmental
integration. But even in this situation it is difficult to get other departments
committed. The 2002 update of the SDS is criticised for not having taken a
more overarching approach. On the other hand, in case of a lead of the PM
office (or the Ministry of Finance as key department) it is feared that a driving force would be missing. The ‘small country’ effect (government officials
know each other; MinE used to be with transport, which is considered as
having been beneficial for integration) is considered as beneficial for cooperation: For the 2002 review there was an ‘environmental network’ of
Ministries at the senior level of officials, chaired by the MinE.
The Netherlands had a phase with the PM’s lead responsibility, and the SDS
preparation was coordinated by an inter-ministerial group; but the former
was apparently done rather half-heartedly, and the latter was terminated by
a new government, which also gave the lead responsibility to the State
Secretary15 for Environment in the MinE (here: Ministry for Housing, Spatial
Planning and Environment) in 2002. The National Environment Plan of 2001
introduced ‘transition processes’ in three key sectors (agriculture, energy,
transport) and for biodiversity, which are also partly coordinated or
supported by the MinE. Overall, there are coordination deficits, and the SDS
is not taken fully seriously.
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Independent lead / State Secretary for SD responsible: Belgium
In Belgium there is a sophisticated architecture of shared and cooperative
responsibility: The managing responsibility for the Inter-departmental
Commission (ICDO, responsible for drafting) and the Task Force SD (responsible for reviewing) lies with an independent ‘planning office’. The former has
recently seen changes in order to make it more ‘political’: it now has
members from the Ministers’ cabinet, rather than civil servants from the
administration. Additional cross-cutting mechanisms (elements of a matrix
organisation) have been installed for improving the implementation of the
SDS and supporting the ICDO. A PM lead is considered as a desirable solution, but the former Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development
(widened remit) wished to keep the responsibility. This reveals another prerequisite for a lead at the higher level: the Minister for Environment needs to
stand behind such a decision. In 2004 the post of a State Secretary for SD
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besides proposed bills government also issues communications on policies, on which the Parliament may
comment.
A recent re-organisation of government (November 2004) broadened the MinE to “Ministry for Society
Planning and Environment”, with a (cabinet) Minister for each field. The former portfolio now also
comprises sustainable development, i.e. the responsibility for SD moved to another Minister, but not to
another Ministry. It remains to be seen how the relationship to the PM coordination unit will develop.
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‘Junior Ministers’ (or ‘Secretaries of State’) in the UK are not part of the cabinet. The ENV(G) mainly deals
with measures within government (e.g. procurement, relationship of departments regarding SD), and not so
much with policies.
The Dutch State Secretary is a “Junior Minister” in UK terminology, i.e. a Minister, who is not part of the
cabinet. There is no cabinet-Minister for the Environment anymore in the Netherlands.
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(and social economy) was (re-)established, now under the Minister for
Budget and Public Enterprise. It will have to be seen how successful this
model works. Overall, the highly developed architecture sees some overlapping in responsibility, which might not enhance guidance in the future,
although it is expected that the change of membership in the ICDO will
improve this. The picture gets even more intricate, when including the
complicated federal structure and sharing of competences (cf. ch. A.1.4).

Partial lead of PM: Finland
Finland as an early country regarding SD in general has from the beginning
given an additional key responsibility to the PM (chairing the SD council) in
order to provide a direct link for all actors to the highest level, to give political weight for SD policies and to increase visibility. All reasons are considered as highly important, and the model as successful. On the operational
level the responsibility though lies with the MinE, which is in Finland mainly
not seen as creating a bias: there is an overall cooperation culture among
Ministries and a ‘network secretariat’ for SD policies in place, though also
here it has proven difficult to get other Ministries committed.
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Table 3: SDS monitoring and review, - targets and indicators

Sustaining Sustainability

1.3
Monitoring, reviewing and long-term perspective
The UK as the only country is currently undertaking a 2nd review; Ireland,
Sweden, Finland and Belgium have had one review round (and Germany
ongoing). Mostly the SDSs have an explicit ‘term’ and foresee a review at
the end of the term. Responsibility for reviews lies with the beforementioned lead mechanism (or shared, as in Belgium).
Sometimes reviews reconsider the priority fields (UK; in Germany and Sweden
there is a ‘mid-term review’ with priorities already in place in the original SDS),
but sometimes priorities are added, and the previous ones remain in place
(without clear reasoning why or why not: Finland and Ireland), and sometimes
a new strategy is prepared without reviewing the previous one (Belgium),
which typically formally stays in place; the latter also applies to Ireland and
Finland, and in Finland so far only a progress report was produced, with added
priority fields, but a full revision is currently considered (cf. Table 3).
Indicators, targets and timetables
There is a variety of constellations regarding whether there are quantified
targets (or only qualitative objectives) used, and whether there are indicators in place to measure progress.
Often the SDS itself does not contain targets, but they are developed in
sectoral programs that are meant to underpin the SDS, but which themselves
are not necessarily monitored in the SDS review.
The clearest system in this respect can be found in the UK, which also
invented the famous traffic light classification16, with a sophisticated set of
more than 130 indicators and 15 headline indicators across the SD dimensions. It seems to work well, and is considered as a pragmatic tool.
Experiences here are most likely valuable for other countries. Some indicators in the SDS have quantitative targets; other targets are only stated
16
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Using ‘smileys’ for assessment of progress towards indicators: Green smiley faces
gloomy faces
bad, and amber inscrutable faces
in between.

are good, red

quantified
targets?

evaluation
with indicators?

revision of
priorities

update, (slight)
new SDS
shift of emphasis without review

UK
130 core ind.
15 headline ind.
Germany
(partly)

21 indicators

(2nd set of
(revised draft
priorities was
prior to
already in place progress report)
in 2002 SDS)

Sweden
(qualitative
objectives, partly
with quantitative
targets)

30 - 70
indicators

(new priority
Fields were
already part
of the 1st SDS)

Finland
(NB: reservations some indicators
towards targets
in place, not
is currently
used for
reconsidered) progress report

(gap analysis
and new priority
fields added)

(former SDS
stays in place)

Ireland
(mostly EU +
other
internationally
agreed targets;
national targets:
difficult)

no full set of
indicators in
place, some
existing were
used in 2002
review

(former SDS
stays in place)

Belgium
(only EU + other
internationally
agreed targets;
national targets:
difficult)

no indicators
in place

(EU SDS
priorities were
adopted)

(former SDS
stays in place)

Netherlands
(only EU + other no indicators in
internationally place (expected
agreed targets)
end of 2005)

--

--

Note: In Hungary and Portugal no SDS is yet in place;
Applies;
Partly applies; -- In the Netherlands the SD Action Program is not yet reviewed.

--

Sustaining Sustainability

Summarised Assessment
In all countries where there is no lead at the ‘higher’ level there are difficulties to get Ministries besides the traditionally engaged MinE committed; this
even applies to countries with a more cooperative style of policy making
(Finland, Sweden, and also Ireland), and even more strongly to those with a
more competitive style (e.g. Germany, Belgium, UK: somewhat different).
Greater political weight and visibility is an advantage of a PM lead, as is the
power to keep other Ministries committed to e.g. objectives and targets.
Countries with a MinE lead have more difficulties to overcome an environmental bias, whereas in countries with a lead at the higher level it has
become more normal that SD is overarching, and the environment (Ministry)
remains a strong driving force. Partly ongoing, partly already realised, it
becomes apparent that the SD agenda is more then the sum of the parts,
and hence better coordination of individual policies is only a starting point.
For a SD council a PM lead is also favourable, as it is in such a situation also
linked to the highest level, which gives more authority for its own work.
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1.3
Monitoring, reviewing and long-term perspective
The UK as the only country is currently undertaking a 2nd review; Ireland,
Sweden, Finland and Belgium have had one review round (and Germany
ongoing). Mostly the SDSs have an explicit ‘term’ and foresee a review at
the end of the term. Responsibility for reviews lies with the beforementioned lead mechanism (or shared, as in Belgium).
Sometimes reviews reconsider the priority fields (UK; in Germany and Sweden
there is a ‘mid-term review’ with priorities already in place in the original SDS),
but sometimes priorities are added, and the previous ones remain in place
(without clear reasoning why or why not: Finland and Ireland), and sometimes
a new strategy is prepared without reviewing the previous one (Belgium),
which typically formally stays in place; the latter also applies to Ireland and
Finland, and in Finland so far only a progress report was produced, with added
priority fields, but a full revision is currently considered (cf. Table 3).
Indicators, targets and timetables
There is a variety of constellations regarding whether there are quantified
targets (or only qualitative objectives) used, and whether there are indicators in place to measure progress.
Often the SDS itself does not contain targets, but they are developed in
sectoral programs that are meant to underpin the SDS, but which themselves
are not necessarily monitored in the SDS review.
The clearest system in this respect can be found in the UK, which also
invented the famous traffic light classification16, with a sophisticated set of
more than 130 indicators and 15 headline indicators across the SD dimensions. It seems to work well, and is considered as a pragmatic tool.
Experiences here are most likely valuable for other countries. Some indicators in the SDS have quantitative targets; other targets are only stated
16
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Using ‘smileys’ for assessment of progress towards indicators: Green smiley faces
gloomy faces
bad, and amber inscrutable faces
in between.

are good, red

quantified
targets?

evaluation
with indicators?

revision of
priorities

update, (slight)
new SDS
shift of emphasis without review

UK
130 core ind.
15 headline ind.
Germany
(partly)

21 indicators

(2nd set of
(revised draft
priorities was
prior to
already in place progress report)
in 2002 SDS)

Sweden
(qualitative
objectives, partly
with quantitative
targets)

30 - 70
indicators

(new priority
Fields were
already part
of the 1st SDS)

Finland
(NB: reservations some indicators
towards targets
in place, not
is currently
used for
reconsidered) progress report

(gap analysis
and new priority
fields added)

(former SDS
stays in place)

Ireland
(mostly EU +
other
internationally
agreed targets;
national targets:
difficult)

no full set of
indicators in
place, some
existing were
used in 2002
review

(former SDS
stays in place)

Belgium
(only EU + other
internationally
agreed targets;
national targets:
difficult)

no indicators
in place

(EU SDS
priorities were
adopted)

(former SDS
stays in place)

Netherlands
(only EU + other no indicators in
internationally place (expected
agreed targets)
end of 2005)

--

--

Note: In Hungary and Portugal no SDS is yet in place;
Applies;
Partly applies; -- In the Netherlands the SD Action Program is not yet reviewed.

--
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Summarised Assessment
In all countries where there is no lead at the ‘higher’ level there are difficulties to get Ministries besides the traditionally engaged MinE committed; this
even applies to countries with a more cooperative style of policy making
(Finland, Sweden, and also Ireland), and even more strongly to those with a
more competitive style (e.g. Germany, Belgium, UK: somewhat different).
Greater political weight and visibility is an advantage of a PM lead, as is the
power to keep other Ministries committed to e.g. objectives and targets.
Countries with a MinE lead have more difficulties to overcome an environmental bias, whereas in countries with a lead at the higher level it has
become more normal that SD is overarching, and the environment (Ministry)
remains a strong driving force. Partly ongoing, partly already realised, it
becomes apparent that the SD agenda is more then the sum of the parts,
and hence better coordination of individual policies is only a starting point.
For a SD council a PM lead is also favourable, as it is in such a situation also
linked to the highest level, which gives more authority for its own work.
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sectorally, in so-called ‘public service agreements (PSAs)’, committed to by
an individual Ministry or sometimes jointly. Progress reports on the SDS list
those PSAs in place, but do not link them to the indicators, and also do not
measure progress against them. As no overview is provided it remains
unclear whether individual Ministries’ measure progress in their “own” SD
reports.
Germany follows this line with 21 key indicators across the SD dimensions in
place, and quantified targets when felt feasible. The SDS evaluation report
(November 2004)monitors progress towards all qualitative and quantitative
objectives with indicators.17 It appears though not plausible that the government revised its priority fields without having measured progress towards
the previous ones (cf. Table 3).
Sweden has a clear system of 15 Environmental Quality Objectives for 2020
(and some for public health), with 71 underpinning interim targets and
actions, and partly indicators allocated to them. There is a systematic
review in place (also using the traffic light method). The environmental
objectives became part of the SDS, where in other priority areas there are
objectives, but mostly not yet concrete targets (for health there are).
Overall, the link between targets and indicators is not yet complete, and the
number of indicators is under debate. For the SDS review 2004 indicators
were not yet used.
UK, Germany and Sweden are the only countries that consider quantitative
targets as a useful and/or powerful instrument; Portugal proposes such in
its draft SDS18, and Hungary would find this also important.
Finland has just finalised a review of its set of indicators. The ones previously in place were not used for the progress report, and the lack of systematic objectives and underpinning quantitative targets is currently one reason
for considering a full revision of the SDS.
As the SDS in Ireland does not have a systematic monitoring system, there
are no general timetables. Strategies and policies developed in the framework of the SDS (or in reality independent from it, but referred to in the 2002
update document) typically have qualitative objectives, but rather few
national quantitative targets. Some indicators were used for the 2002
update document, but there is no systematic approach yet.
Both the first SDS and the pre-draft for the new one in Belgium contain qualitative and partly quantitative objectives. Indicators are not in place yet.
Most of the objectives are internationally agreed ones, and, as in Ireland and
the Netherlands, it is stated that ‘external’ targets are politically easier to
handle. This applies similarly to Finland, where there is a greater reservation towards targets in general. Finland and Belgium also tend to commit
only to international targets that are considered as feasible for the country,
and particularly in Finland an internationally binding target that challenges
industry was heavily criticised. In The Netherlands it is aimed to develop
indicators by the end of 2005.
17
18

Experience with this first monitoring, and particularly how systematic is was done, could not be included in
this study.
(July 2004), which is now under consultation.

Review terms of the SDS
In most countries the review terms were not questioned, though the practice
looks a bit different. In UK, Germany, Sweden and Belgium there are clear
review terms (5, 2, 4 and 4 years respectively), and for the Dutch SD Action
program a more or less annual progress report is foreseen. Belgium though
in 2003 adopted a new SDS without reviewing the previous one, which was
due to some difficulties in the architecture of responsibilities; the previous
SDS was also considered overall as too fuzzy, and hence a new approach was
chosen. Also, an incoming new government triggered an earlier start of the
review, which was then produced without an ex-post evaluation of the previous one. In Finland and Ireland there are no official review terms, but
progress reports were produced for the WSSD.
It seems unhelpful to the user when the previous SDS stays in place, particularly when no reference is made, in review/progress reports, to what exactly
stays in place, where emphasis is shifted and why.
Long-term perspective of the SDS: link to government programmes and
role of national Parliaments
In UK, Germany and Sweden, long-term targets are considered as a useful instrument, which is in line with the attitude towards targets in general. Sweden has
the strongest set of environmental quality objectives with a 2020 time horizon,
whereas UK has a long-term CO2-reduction target (2050), and similarly Germany,
which makes the national CO2-target dependent on a EU target.
In Belgium there are thoughts on the need to have a long-term, 10-20 years,
SDS underpinned by ones with 4-year terms, linked to the government terms.
Also in Portugal the longer time horizon of 2015 is now proposed for the new
SDS (cf. draft SDS 2004). In those two countries, as well as in Hungary, it is a
strong issue how to establish or maintain a long-term perspective: In all three
cases the SDS is rather strongly bound to government programs, which also
more or less applies to other countries, but there the political culture seems
to be more of a kind that does not easily allow dismantling of overarching
programs such as a SDS by a new government. An influencing factor of
course is whether there have been government changes during the past
decade, and whether there is rather a consensus- or majority-style of democracy: the former applies to the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands 19,
and the latter in the other countries. The former tends also to be related to
having (broader) coalition, or even minority governments, where then also the
Parliament tends to be more involved in the SD strategy (this applies particularly in Sweden). Hungary and Portugal both aim at endorsement of the SDS
by the Parliament in order to achieve more continuity for it.
The status of a SDS vis-à-vis a government program is a strong issue in
Belgium: At the most one can imagine the framework setting part of an SDS
to be more long-term than a government term. It is considered as normal
that, with the entrance of a new government, the measures, or the entire
strategy, are reviewed and revised.
19

though in the Netherlands has been facing a decrease in importance of the famous ‘Polder model’ after a
new government came in 2002
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its draft SDS18, and Hungary would find this also important.
Finland has just finalised a review of its set of indicators. The ones previously in place were not used for the progress report, and the lack of systematic objectives and underpinning quantitative targets is currently one reason
for considering a full revision of the SDS.
As the SDS in Ireland does not have a systematic monitoring system, there
are no general timetables. Strategies and policies developed in the framework of the SDS (or in reality independent from it, but referred to in the 2002
update document) typically have qualitative objectives, but rather few
national quantitative targets. Some indicators were used for the 2002
update document, but there is no systematic approach yet.
Both the first SDS and the pre-draft for the new one in Belgium contain qualitative and partly quantitative objectives. Indicators are not in place yet.
Most of the objectives are internationally agreed ones, and, as in Ireland and
the Netherlands, it is stated that ‘external’ targets are politically easier to
handle. This applies similarly to Finland, where there is a greater reservation towards targets in general. Finland and Belgium also tend to commit
only to international targets that are considered as feasible for the country,
and particularly in Finland an internationally binding target that challenges
industry was heavily criticised. In The Netherlands it is aimed to develop
indicators by the end of 2005.
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chosen. Also, an incoming new government triggered an earlier start of the
review, which was then produced without an ex-post evaluation of the previous one. In Finland and Ireland there are no official review terms, but
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It seems unhelpful to the user when the previous SDS stays in place, particularly when no reference is made, in review/progress reports, to what exactly
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In UK, Germany and Sweden, long-term targets are considered as a useful instrument, which is in line with the attitude towards targets in general. Sweden has
the strongest set of environmental quality objectives with a 2020 time horizon,
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which makes the national CO2-target dependent on a EU target.
In Belgium there are thoughts on the need to have a long-term, 10-20 years,
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cases the SDS is rather strongly bound to government programs, which also
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to be more of a kind that does not easily allow dismantling of overarching
programs such as a SDS by a new government. An influencing factor of
course is whether there have been government changes during the past
decade, and whether there is rather a consensus- or majority-style of democracy: the former applies to the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands 19,
and the latter in the other countries. The former tends also to be related to
having (broader) coalition, or even minority governments, where then also the
Parliament tends to be more involved in the SD strategy (this applies particularly in Sweden). Hungary and Portugal both aim at endorsement of the SDS
by the Parliament in order to achieve more continuity for it.
The status of a SDS vis-à-vis a government program is a strong issue in
Belgium: At the most one can imagine the framework setting part of an SDS
to be more long-term than a government term. It is considered as normal
that, with the entrance of a new government, the measures, or the entire
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Standing committees in Parliament, typically the environment committee (in
Finland also the ‘Committee for the future’), partly deal with the SD strategy,
but as these committees typically follow the sectoral organisation of government they also face the overarching challenge. In Ireland there used to be a
Parliament Committee for SD, which was re-placed by the Committee on
Environment, Heritage and Local Government in 200220. In Germany very
recently one was established: It bears a different name than the standing
committees, expressing its different character. In UK the Parliament established an Environmental Audit Committee (EAC), which also considers how
government policies are contributing to SD and audits its performance
against related targets. Sweden has a long tradition for an extensive system
of ‘comitology’, which is even called ‘the core of Swedish politics’; i.e. for
broader and more fundamental policies government establishes special
committees with Parliamentarian, expert and stakeholder composition. For
the SDS though such a committee was not established21.

34

Approach for SD strategies
There seems to be a country-specific understanding of what a ‘strategy’ is,
which influences the approach to developing and implementing a SDS, in the
range from ‘planning’ to ‘learning’22 and its degree of detail. For instance, the
use of indicators, targets and timetables in a way can be seen as an indication
of a more ‘planning’ approach, which might be too much ‘top-down’ and/or
might lack a strategic framework, typically when there are only sectoral targets
which are not well linked to overarching goals and objectives. The more framework-type SDS might represent the ‘learning’ approach, but may also indicate a
rather weak will for implementation, particularly when it lacks underpinning and
well linked objectives/targets and measures. A strong ‘learning’ approach is
typically linked with emphasising “bottom-up”, and a focus on creating ownership among all societal actors (cf. also ch. A.2), which is most dominant in
Finland. This example also reveals that an emphasis on one end of the spectrum
falls short at least over time: Finland is now considering revising its SDS in order
to establish clearer objectives and targets, and link them more systematically
with measures. Sweden similarly emphasises bottom-up and the local level, and
can be overall characterised as a well-balanced mix of ‘planning’, with strong
targets and long-term timetables, and flexibility, in terms of SDS as a ‘living
document’. Also, a link to actions is in place, at least for the 15 Environmental
Quality Objectives for 2020, with underpinning interim targets and actions. Also
the UK approach for SD seems a good balance between planning and flexibility,
with an emphasis on systematic follow-up of progress via the 15 headline indicators. The flexibility portion is reflected in a high number of different approaches
from many actors throughout all levels of government and society. The contribution of different government departments though falls short in monitoring, and
progress is e.g. not measured in the SDS progress reports.
20 Thus a “re-sectoralization”, following the lead responsibility of the MinE for the SDS.
21 Partly because there was already one dealing with “Agenda 21 and Habitat”, whose task was finalised with
the WSSD. It had proposed that a “Forum for SD” should be established, which is now taken up by
government; but this will not be a ‘mixed-Parliamentarian committee’.
22 Cf. also Steurer and Martinuzzi (2004).
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In Ireland the monitoring system is not systematic, the priority fields are not
structured in a convincing architecture, and also only few quantitative
targets are in place, which altogether suggests that the approach is rather
too loose. In the Netherlands there is the specific situation that the SD Action
program does not play a significant role, and represents rather a compilation
of what is going on anyhow. The National Environment Plan in place has
qualitative long-term objectives, and the “transition processes” based on
this plan are inherently considered as learning processes. Overall, an architecture and strategic approach is missing.
A rather traditional, and also state-centred, ‘planning’ attitude is found in
Portugal, where the previous National Environment Plan was not significantly
implemented. For the SDS there is a two-step approach with the strategy
itself (“ENDS”) as a framework document with priorities and objectives,
and a subsequent ‘plan of implementation’ (“PI-ENDS”) with measures. In
Hungary it is also assessed that developing a SDS would focus on producing
a document, which may well lack means for implementation. The previous
National Environment Plan was largely driven by EU accession, but implementation fell short because insufficient resources were allocated and no
institutional mechanism was established.
Belgium also has a planning tradition with e.g. a government agency called
“Bureau du Plan”, which is responsible for forecasts on the economic situation, and other policy fields. The SDS approach is largely perceived as a
learning process, with an emphasis indeed on ‘getting the process right’.
The term “strategy” is used for the general approach (as policy cycle),
whereas the 4-year term document is called “SD plan” (cf. ch. Introduction).
It is aimed to improve the rather deficient architecture of priorities, objectives and targets in the new SDS (2004/05).
In Germany the original approach of the government was considered as too
much state-/government-centred, with a national focus and rather traditional
‘planning’ attitude. It succeeded then to shift the SDS towards more attention to societal ownership and the international dimension, and to introduce
the use of (quantitative) objectives, indicators and timetables. Overall, a
realisation probably has started that SD is a learning process.
1.4
Vertical coordination: link to the regional and local level
In almost no country is there a systematic link between the national and the
regional or local levels, and the national SDS represents to only a very
limited extent a framework for regional or local ones. Not surprisingly it is a
stronger issue in federal (or quasi-federal) countries:
• In Belgium the regions have not yet formulated SD strategies; the regions
are represented in the Inter-departmental Coordination Group (ICDO)
responsible for the federal SDS, and recently a new Working Group has
been established with the task of working towards a national SDS (i.e. a
joint/combined federal and regional one).
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In Ireland the monitoring system is not systematic, the priority fields are not
structured in a convincing architecture, and also only few quantitative
targets are in place, which altogether suggests that the approach is rather
too loose. In the Netherlands there is the specific situation that the SD Action
program does not play a significant role, and represents rather a compilation
of what is going on anyhow. The National Environment Plan in place has
qualitative long-term objectives, and the “transition processes” based on
this plan are inherently considered as learning processes. Overall, an architecture and strategic approach is missing.
A rather traditional, and also state-centred, ‘planning’ attitude is found in
Portugal, where the previous National Environment Plan was not significantly
implemented. For the SDS there is a two-step approach with the strategy
itself (“ENDS”) as a framework document with priorities and objectives,
and a subsequent ‘plan of implementation’ (“PI-ENDS”) with measures. In
Hungary it is also assessed that developing a SDS would focus on producing
a document, which may well lack means for implementation. The previous
National Environment Plan was largely driven by EU accession, but implementation fell short because insufficient resources were allocated and no
institutional mechanism was established.
Belgium also has a planning tradition with e.g. a government agency called
“Bureau du Plan”, which is responsible for forecasts on the economic situation, and other policy fields. The SDS approach is largely perceived as a
learning process, with an emphasis indeed on ‘getting the process right’.
The term “strategy” is used for the general approach (as policy cycle),
whereas the 4-year term document is called “SD plan” (cf. ch. Introduction).
It is aimed to improve the rather deficient architecture of priorities, objectives and targets in the new SDS (2004/05).
In Germany the original approach of the government was considered as too
much state-/government-centred, with a national focus and rather traditional
‘planning’ attitude. It succeeded then to shift the SDS towards more attention to societal ownership and the international dimension, and to introduce
the use of (quantitative) objectives, indicators and timetables. Overall, a
realisation probably has started that SD is a learning process.
1.4
Vertical coordination: link to the regional and local level
In almost no country is there a systematic link between the national and the
regional or local levels, and the national SDS represents to only a very
limited extent a framework for regional or local ones. Not surprisingly it is a
stronger issue in federal (or quasi-federal) countries:
• In Belgium the regions have not yet formulated SD strategies; the regions
are represented in the Inter-departmental Coordination Group (ICDO)
responsible for the federal SDS, and recently a new Working Group has
been established with the task of working towards a national SDS (i.e. a
joint/combined federal and regional one).
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Table 4: Link to the regional and local level (in the order of strongest regional/local level)

vertical coordination mechanisms

level

Finland
Regional (admin.)
Local

Germany (federal)*
5 (state) provincial administrations; 13 regional environmental centres (under the MinE)
No “streamlining” in the sense of framework setting: all
stakeholders are involved and are asked for ownership
and own action; achievement of coherence through
consultation / learning processes

Local

No independent regional level, but regional government
authorities, which were consulted for the SDS 2002
Bottom-up approach: LA 21 plays a strong role (and came
first), one third have their own SD action plan; national
SDS is seen as a background paper

Regional Development
Agencies (RDA, admin.)
Local

Have their own SD policies or strategies (Wales: November 2000, Scotland: April 2002, Northern Ireland: to be
published in 2004); review of “national” SDS has tried to
link with devolved SDSs
RDAs develop their Regional SD Frameworks, combining
regional and national priorities (evaluation would be
necessary)
LA 21 was strong after 1992, then slowed down, now again
demand for “communities strategies” (Local Government
Act of 2000), but the link to national SDS is not as much
as would be desirable

Belgium (federal)
Regional (Regions)
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Ongoing discussion about federal competence: rather
tense relation to regional level seems to improve: regions
have not completed their own SDSs, and it is aimed to
move towards a “national” SDS effective for both federal
level and the regions
Some links between the regional and local level with
social and environmental programmes, none between
the federal (only SDS so far) and the local one. LA 21
processes do not play an important role

As SDS mainly addresses fields with federal competence,
no formal consultation mechanism is established. The
Laender were consulted for national SDS, but little
response; will face implementation problems in policy
fields where federal competence is more limited than in
others. Laender are encouraged to develop own SDSs
LA 21 initiatives exist broadly; the link to the national SDS
is considered as not sufficient

Ireland
Regional (admin.)

Local

UK (3 devolved governments)*
Devolved Governments

Regional (Laender)

Local

Sweden
Regional

vertical coordination mechanisms

Regional authorities are responsible for the regionalisation of the SDS and shall develop regional programmes,
which has not happened yet
Local authorities were asked in 1997 to start LA 21
processes, but the results have been very limited; national
actors feel that the national SDS does not function sufficiently as a framework; problems with land use planning
system

Netherlands
Regional (provinces)
Local

12 provinces [no information gathered]
LA 21 used to be more important than nowadays; still
many “green” municipalities (also involved in government
project for CSR); very weak links between the levels, at
least not in the framework of the SD Action program

Portugal
Regional (admin.)
plus two autonomous
regions
Local

(In the other 5 regions there is no significant level of
administration)
“Environmental Plans” organized by municipalities;
very few LA 21 initiatives (in general no bottom-up
approaches);
link of national level to local almost not existing:
significant tension about budget distribution

Hungary
Regional (admin.)

>
Local

No SD activities; regional administrations deal with
project-related problems in the environment field
No LA 21 initiatives

italic: no SDS (yet)
*
UK and Germany use the term “national” SDS, which in Germany is a “federal” one; in the UK there is a
situation of ‘assymetric devolution’, with Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland as devolved governments
(but no federal system); in Belgium the difference is an important issue, and a “national” SDS, as it is
aimed to develop, would be also endorsed by the regions.
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social and environmental programmes, none between
the federal (only SDS so far) and the local one. LA 21
processes do not play an important role
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no formal consultation mechanism is established. The
Laender were consulted for national SDS, but little
response; will face implementation problems in policy
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others. Laender are encouraged to develop own SDSs
LA 21 initiatives exist broadly; the link to the national SDS
is considered as not sufficient
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processes, but the results have been very limited; national
actors feel that the national SDS does not function sufficiently as a framework; problems with land use planning
system

Netherlands
Regional (provinces)
Local

12 provinces [no information gathered]
LA 21 used to be more important than nowadays; still
many “green” municipalities (also involved in government
project for CSR); very weak links between the levels, at
least not in the framework of the SD Action program

Portugal
Regional (admin.)
plus two autonomous
regions
Local

(In the other 5 regions there is no significant level of
administration)
“Environmental Plans” organized by municipalities;
very few LA 21 initiatives (in general no bottom-up
approaches);
link of national level to local almost not existing:
significant tension about budget distribution

Hungary
Regional (admin.)

>
Local

No SD activities; regional administrations deal with
project-related problems in the environment field
No LA 21 initiatives

italic: no SDS (yet)
*
UK and Germany use the term “national” SDS, which in Germany is a “federal” one; in the UK there is a
situation of ‘assymetric devolution’, with Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland as devolved governments
(but no federal system); in Belgium the difference is an important issue, and a “national” SDS, as it is
aimed to develop, would be also endorsed by the regions.
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In the federal Germany the ‘Laender’ were consulted for the national
SDS, but with only little response. Improving this link will be a challenge
for the future, as the SDS will face quite some implementation problems
in policy fields where federal competence is more limited than in others
(e.g. the target of reducing land use and consumption for construction).
The UK has undertaken quite some efforts in the course of its current
SDS review to link the national strategy with ones previously developed,
or being developed, in the devolved regions (Wales, Scotland, Northern
Ireland).

The other countries typically have a regional level of government administration, but only in Sweden has this been involved in the preparation of the
national SDS. Sweden and Finland are the two countries that most consider
the regional, and especially the local level as important, which is in line with
their overall bottom-up approach. In Finland this is represented to the highest extent, and around 80% of the municipalities have Local Agenda 21
processes installed. Also in Sweden LA 21 processes have traditionally been
supported and fostered, including a significant government grant in the
1990s, which is considered as very successful. The preparation of the
national SDS though was more government centred. In both countries the
bottom-up approach also reflected a generally high extent of stakeholder
involvement (cf. ch. A.2). LA 21 processes also take place to significant
extents in UK and Germany: in the UK activities have slowed down since the
late 1990s but SD may be refreshed by the legal requirement to develop
“community strategies”. In both countries the link to the national SDS is
considered as deficient, but in UK more emphasis has been put on improvement than in Germany so far. Here the federal government since 2001 has
been financing two small agencies with the task to facilitating the exchange
of experience between LA 21 initiatives.
In Ireland a request of the government (in 1997 already) that local authorities should establish LA 21 was not followed very much, and there is criticism that the government funded this intention poorly. LA 21 Guidelines,
issued by MinE in 2001, pointed to new opportunities, but implementation
has remained low. In general Ireland is characterised as being rather
centralised. The local authorities though adopt local development plans,
and there is no regular system of checks or approval by a higher level, which
has caused problems of implementing national (planning) strategies and its
SD elements.23
In the Netherlands there are still several municipalities, and also a few
provinces, rather committed to environmental policies, but the association of
local municipalities states that SD is not a priority issue anymore. This
picture reflects the overall relatively weak commitment to a SD strategy and
policies in the Netherlands. Regarding the SD Action plan there are no links
between the levels, but based on other government programs, e.g. the transition processes and the ‘sustainable business’ initiative, projects are going on.

23 Some corruption scandals in the last few years have made this problem apparent.

Both in Hungary and in Portugal there are almost no LA 21 initiatives. Both
countries are also rather centralised. In Portugal the regional level, besides
the autonomous regions, plays a very small role, and there are significant
tensions between the central government and municipalities regarding
budget distribution. Particularly threatening for SD policies is the fact that
the main income for local authorities stems from a building tax, which leads
to the issuance of too many building permits and hence an uncontrolled
development sprawl, particularly at the coast. In Hungary regional and local
authorities are so far mainly dealing with project-related problems, e.g. the
location of waste incineration plants.

2

Non-governmental actors

Since Agenda 21 for SD policies, and in general in “modern” democracies,
the involvement of non-governmental actors, referred to as ‘stakeholders’
and/or ‘civil society’24, is considered as important in order to create ownership and hence improve the implementation of policies and/or strategies.
The role of non-governmental actors in SD processes does not differ from
their role in policy-making or program development in general. Variables in
this respect are
a the attitude of government towards stakeholder involvement/consultation,
b the degree to which civil society is organised,
c the degree of corporatist tradition of a country, i.e. how strongly the
social-economic partnerships are organised and influential.
All three aspects often have mutual interdependencies. For example, a
strong corporatist tradition might hamper other civil society organisations
from getting established and heard; the more civil society is organised, the
more governments are open for dialogue. Table 5 gives an overview of these
variables.
Governments’ attitude towards stakeholder consultation and/or involvement
ranges from fairly “closed shop”, which also causes deficient information
flow, to a situation where stakeholder consultation is very “normal” and
conducted on a regular basis with different styles and means (cf. ch. A.2.2
below). Governments are most reluctant to dialogue in Hungary and
Portugal, and in both countries the information flow from Ministries to nongovernmental actors is criticised as deficient. In both countries this situation also correlates with a rather low degree of organisation of civil society,
and also more or less the social partners25. It is though a positive indicator
that, in both countries, the government has established an independent
stakeholder council as a means of improving the link to non-governmental

24 The former having more the notion of an interest or lobby group (mostly well organised and fairly powerful,
which includes the traditional stakeholders of the social partners), whereas the latter rather refers to a
grassroots type of movement (which might then also become well organised and powerful, and might
represent a specific interest or more a ‘common interest’ of e.g. a region).
25 The latter does not apply to trade unions in Portugal; on the business side it seems that rather individual
companies have strong lines into government, whereas the business associations, which represent small
and medium sized companies, do not.
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In the federal Germany the ‘Laender’ were consulted for the national
SDS, but with only little response. Improving this link will be a challenge
for the future, as the SDS will face quite some implementation problems
in policy fields where federal competence is more limited than in others
(e.g. the target of reducing land use and consumption for construction).
The UK has undertaken quite some efforts in the course of its current
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or being developed, in the devolved regions (Wales, Scotland, Northern
Ireland).
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considered as deficient, but in UK more emphasis has been put on improvement than in Germany so far. Here the federal government since 2001 has
been financing two small agencies with the task to facilitating the exchange
of experience between LA 21 initiatives.
In Ireland a request of the government (in 1997 already) that local authorities should establish LA 21 was not followed very much, and there is criticism that the government funded this intention poorly. LA 21 Guidelines,
issued by MinE in 2001, pointed to new opportunities, but implementation
has remained low. In general Ireland is characterised as being rather
centralised. The local authorities though adopt local development plans,
and there is no regular system of checks or approval by a higher level, which
has caused problems of implementing national (planning) strategies and its
SD elements.23
In the Netherlands there are still several municipalities, and also a few
provinces, rather committed to environmental policies, but the association of
local municipalities states that SD is not a priority issue anymore. This
picture reflects the overall relatively weak commitment to a SD strategy and
policies in the Netherlands. Regarding the SD Action plan there are no links
between the levels, but based on other government programs, e.g. the transition processes and the ‘sustainable business’ initiative, projects are going on.
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Both in Hungary and in Portugal there are almost no LA 21 initiatives. Both
countries are also rather centralised. In Portugal the regional level, besides
the autonomous regions, plays a very small role, and there are significant
tensions between the central government and municipalities regarding
budget distribution. Particularly threatening for SD policies is the fact that
the main income for local authorities stems from a building tax, which leads
to the issuance of too many building permits and hence an uncontrolled
development sprawl, particularly at the coast. In Hungary regional and local
authorities are so far mainly dealing with project-related problems, e.g. the
location of waste incineration plants.
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Since Agenda 21 for SD policies, and in general in “modern” democracies,
the involvement of non-governmental actors, referred to as ‘stakeholders’
and/or ‘civil society’24, is considered as important in order to create ownership and hence improve the implementation of policies and/or strategies.
The role of non-governmental actors in SD processes does not differ from
their role in policy-making or program development in general. Variables in
this respect are
a the attitude of government towards stakeholder involvement/consultation,
b the degree to which civil society is organised,
c the degree of corporatist tradition of a country, i.e. how strongly the
social-economic partnerships are organised and influential.
All three aspects often have mutual interdependencies. For example, a
strong corporatist tradition might hamper other civil society organisations
from getting established and heard; the more civil society is organised, the
more governments are open for dialogue. Table 5 gives an overview of these
variables.
Governments’ attitude towards stakeholder consultation and/or involvement
ranges from fairly “closed shop”, which also causes deficient information
flow, to a situation where stakeholder consultation is very “normal” and
conducted on a regular basis with different styles and means (cf. ch. A.2.2
below). Governments are most reluctant to dialogue in Hungary and
Portugal, and in both countries the information flow from Ministries to nongovernmental actors is criticised as deficient. In both countries this situation also correlates with a rather low degree of organisation of civil society,
and also more or less the social partners25. It is though a positive indicator
that, in both countries, the government has established an independent
stakeholder council as a means of improving the link to non-governmental

24 The former having more the notion of an interest or lobby group (mostly well organised and fairly powerful,
which includes the traditional stakeholders of the social partners), whereas the latter rather refers to a
grassroots type of movement (which might then also become well organised and powerful, and might
represent a specific interest or more a ‘common interest’ of e.g. a region).
25 The latter does not apply to trade unions in Portugal; on the business side it seems that rather individual
companies have strong lines into government, whereas the business associations, which represent small
and medium sized companies, do not.
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actors (cf. ch. A.3 below).26 In the other countries governments’ attitude is at least at present - rather open, including towards ‘younger’ types of civil
society organizations. The Scandinavian countries and the UK lead the
range, the former having a strong bottom-up approach for policy-making and
the UK and Finland with a strong tradition for self-organisation of society. In
Sweden there is a system of numerous committees for certain policy questions, composed of government/parliament and non-governmental actors,
which is even called the “core of Swedish politics”. Belgium, Ireland and the
Netherlands have a corporatist tradition, which is also reflected in institutionalised social partnerships (in the form of a social-economic council, cf.
ch. A.3.2 below), which has caused some difficulties in involving other civil
society organisations in SD policies in the former two countries27. Germany
is also typically characterised as corporatist, but the strong development of
other civil society organisations since the 1970s has meanwhile led to
broader involvement and consultation. The latter also applies to Belgium
and the Netherlands (and of course also to Finland, Sweden and the UK).
Overall, the degree of stakeholder involvement to some extent also reflects
how much the attitude towards SD strategies lies at the state-centred end of
the spectrum, or at the ownership end. Finland has the strongest emphasis
on the bottom-up approach as key for creating ownership, followed by
Sweden, where the local level is considered as very important, and a government initiative for funding local SD projects is assessed as being a key
success factor. In contrast, Portugal and Hungary have a quite state-centred
political culture, and all other countries lie in between.
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Table 5: Variables influencing the role of non-governmental actors (in nine EU countries)

Attitude of
government:
open

Bottom-up
approach

Corporatist
tradition

Social-economic High degree of
organisation of
Council
civil society

Finland
Sweden
UK
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
Ireland
Portugal
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26 As distinct from other countries, including many of the new member states, which tend to have a
government led and/or dominated SD council, if they have one at all (cf. Introduction).
27 In Belgium the development towards broader involvement seems more advanced now. In Ireland the
problem seems to lie more in the fact that civil society is less organised (social NGOs are rather well
organised and have access to government committees, whereas environmental NGOs appear more
ragemented) . The Netherlands have a strong social-economic council, but both the rather consensus-style
of policy-making, and civil society organisations (particularly environmental groups) being well organised
and high in numbers, have led to broad involvement of the whole range of non-governmental actors.

Applies;
Applies to a lesser extent / variable has changed or changes / not so significant;
no bullet: The opposite tends to apply

running multi-nationals like in the Netherlands, where also the finance
sector is very active. Only in Finland and Germany it was the
Industry/Employers’ Federation getting committed: In the former case in
1995 with issuing a strategic policy called “Know-how partnership and ecocompetitiveness” and in Germany with initiating “Econsense” (2000), a
Forum for SD, which was joined by 19 multi-nationals, as a centre of competence for experience and knowledge, an opinion former and a platform for
dialogue between business, politics and society. In Belgium there is a social
label, a “Business and
Society Network” and also a ‘popular’ website for SD, which also covers
business and SD. In Ireland recently a non-profit organisation “Business in
the Community - Ireland” was founded as service for business regarding CSR
Policy & Practice Development, Employer Supported Volunteering and
Educational Partnerships, which is so far supported by 21 major companies.
The Swedish government established the Swedish Environmental Technology
Centre, which is meant to advise small and medium sized companies.
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Hungary
2.1
Corporate Social Responsibility
Besides the LA 21 initiatives, dealt with in chapter 1.4, the most important
other framework for SD on the non-governmental side is the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) approach of the business sector.
Where it plays a role the concept of CSR is considered as implementing SD
on the company level, with a focus on either the social (and global) dimension (Belgium), or environmental sustainability (Finland), or a combination of
both (Germany). In the UK there is a long history of engaging business,
including advice to small firms, on environmental issues; more recently the
focus has broadened to include social issues (the ‘triple bottom line’).
In Finland and Germany, and partly the Netherlands, CSR plays the strongest
role, followed by Sweden, Belgium, and Ireland evolving. In Portugal the
concept is only take up in some exceptional cases, and in Hungary it does
not play a role. In each country it tends to be individual companies that are
engaged, and almost only the larger ones. Among those there are front-
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is also typically characterised as corporatist, but the strong development of
other civil society organisations since the 1970s has meanwhile led to
broader involvement and consultation. The latter also applies to Belgium
and the Netherlands (and of course also to Finland, Sweden and the UK).
Overall, the degree of stakeholder involvement to some extent also reflects
how much the attitude towards SD strategies lies at the state-centred end of
the spectrum, or at the ownership end. Finland has the strongest emphasis
on the bottom-up approach as key for creating ownership, followed by
Sweden, where the local level is considered as very important, and a government initiative for funding local SD projects is assessed as being a key
success factor. In contrast, Portugal and Hungary have a quite state-centred
political culture, and all other countries lie in between.
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problem seems to lie more in the fact that civil society is less organised (social NGOs are rather well
organised and have access to government committees, whereas environmental NGOs appear more
ragemented) . The Netherlands have a strong social-economic council, but both the rather consensus-style
of policy-making, and civil society organisations (particularly environmental groups) being well organised
and high in numbers, have led to broad involvement of the whole range of non-governmental actors.
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sector is very active. Only in Finland and Germany it was the
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1995 with issuing a strategic policy called “Know-how partnership and ecocompetitiveness” and in Germany with initiating “Econsense” (2000), a
Forum for SD, which was joined by 19 multi-nationals, as a centre of competence for experience and knowledge, an opinion former and a platform for
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label, a “Business and
Society Network” and also a ‘popular’ website for SD, which also covers
business and SD. In Ireland recently a non-profit organisation “Business in
the Community - Ireland” was founded as service for business regarding CSR
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Centre, which is meant to advise small and medium sized companies.
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2.2
Stakeholder consultation
The means and degree of stakeholder consultation for the SD strategy tend
to follow the degree of stakeholder involvement as outlined above. In
Sweden though, consultation for the SDS is considered as having been too
short; at least the first SDS 2002 is regarded as rather a government document only, and a more pro-active approach for fostering learning and ownership is missing. The consultation of the 2004 SDS revision was done (only)
via internet.
When preparing for the SDS in 1998 the Finnish government asked stakeholders in 1998 to develop their own SD strategies, which was largely
followed, and conducted in a dialogue process with government.28 The
intensive consultation process for the revision in 2002/2003 overall receives
better credits.
Satisfaction with stakeholder consultation for the SDS is expressed in
Finland, Germany and UK, followed by Sweden, and partly Belgium and
Ireland; such assessments are naturally influenced by the level and style of
what is common and hence expected. With this background, and similarly to
Sweden, the consultation for the Dutch SD Action Program is criticised: In
the Netherlands the situation was a bit unfortunate, because stakeholders
had just before been involved in intensive consultation on the National
Environment Plan, and hence some exhaustion had occurred. Stakeholders
also became inactive, because the SD Action program was largely considered
as unambitious, with not much belief in the potential for change.
Belgium conducted the most transparent process regarding how input was
considered and included: Contributions to the draft SDS 2000 led to around
30% changes in the text, which was published with track changes on the
website. Nevertheless stakeholders did not feel involved in this first SDS, as
it was mainly government oriented and lacking focus. In Germany the SD
council conducted a successful dialogue process on sustainability and society, results of which will be included in the SDS review 2004, which is also
the first time that a federal government policy paper takes up civil society
contributions.
Means of consultation are typically inviting comments via the internet, and
holding conferences or hearings. Consultation via internet only is partly
criticised, particularly when no feedback is given (e.g. Sweden). The method
of using indicators for SDS reviews and progress reports is assessed as
highly useful, where it has been introduced in a systematic way (forerunner:
UK).
In Ireland and UK there were also campaigns for raising environmental
awareness and both were evaluated positively. Ireland’s Environmental
Information Service (ENFO), placed in the tourist centre of Dublin, has also
attracted public interest.
In many countries SD councils undertake efforts to increase awareness,
debate and ownership of civil society (cf. following chapter A.3 and D.1).

28 The stakeholder strategies were apparently more influenced by the government concepts than the other
way round.
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SD and other councils

From the participating countries there are six with a well-established and
functioning SD council: Belgium, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Portugal, UK.
With the exception of the Finnish FNCSD they share similar roles, functions,
and mainly also work-style: They are meant to provide a link between
government and stakeholders, foster dialogue of stakeholders ‘among each
other’, operate as or develop a deliberative style, and increase the visibility
of the SD concept. With this think-tank format the members are typically
asked to act on the basis of their expert and stakeholder background, and
not to negotiate the positions of their home organisations. The Belgian
FRDO-CFDD has the most representational character, and has moved over
time from a negotiation to a more deliberative style.
The FNCSD in contrast is a platform for dialogue between government and
stakeholders, and provides an opportunity for stakeholders to directly
address the Prime Minister and other key Ministers. In the case of the other
councils this dialogue with government mainly comes on top of the council’s
work, i.e. collective advice or recommendations for e.g. agenda setting are
discussed with government, whereas in the Finnish case stakeholders tend
to represent their organisation, though some dialogue among stakeholders
also takes place.
The Netherlands has a wide variety of advisory councils, which deal with the
SD agenda from different angles, incl. a social-economic council (SER) with a
SD Working Group. The government has so far opposed establishing a SD
council (there are rather tendencies to cut down the number of advisory
councils), but a high-level SD roundtable might come into place. The council
participating in this study (RMNO) is charged with addressing knowledge
and research questions in the fields of spatial planning, environment and
nature, advises several Ministries29, and is hence the one most engaged in
the SD agenda. It has an expert composition comprising members from
science and different societal groups.
Sweden has the oldest Environment Council (MVB) in Europe30, which has
been always engaged in the ‘ecological sustainability’ agenda of the country.
It is a group of advisors to the Minister for Environment, who also chairs the
council, with an emphasis on dialogue in its plenary meetings. Its working
groups also give independent advice. With broadening up of the SD strategy,
it will remain active in the more environment related questions, and there
might also be more cooperation with other councils.
Hungary has as one of the first countries among the new member states
established its Environment Council (OKT, in 1995) with a stakeholder
composition (business, environmental NGOs and academia), and has been
engaged in the development of SD policies for the country.
All councils participating in this study, besides the Finnish FNCSD, are
considered as independent, i.e. they do not have government members or if
so, then only as observers (and the Swedish MVB is also an exception) 31.
29 In contrast to the ‘policy’ councils, each of which advises one Ministry only.
30 Established 1969; UK and Germany also did shortly after Sweden.
31 The Irish Comhar has one council member from MinE (out of 25).
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2.2
Stakeholder consultation
The means and degree of stakeholder consultation for the SD strategy tend
to follow the degree of stakeholder involvement as outlined above. In
Sweden though, consultation for the SDS is considered as having been too
short; at least the first SDS 2002 is regarded as rather a government document only, and a more pro-active approach for fostering learning and ownership is missing. The consultation of the 2004 SDS revision was done (only)
via internet.
When preparing for the SDS in 1998 the Finnish government asked stakeholders in 1998 to develop their own SD strategies, which was largely
followed, and conducted in a dialogue process with government.28 The
intensive consultation process for the revision in 2002/2003 overall receives
better credits.
Satisfaction with stakeholder consultation for the SDS is expressed in
Finland, Germany and UK, followed by Sweden, and partly Belgium and
Ireland; such assessments are naturally influenced by the level and style of
what is common and hence expected. With this background, and similarly to
Sweden, the consultation for the Dutch SD Action Program is criticised: In
the Netherlands the situation was a bit unfortunate, because stakeholders
had just before been involved in intensive consultation on the National
Environment Plan, and hence some exhaustion had occurred. Stakeholders
also became inactive, because the SD Action program was largely considered
as unambitious, with not much belief in the potential for change.
Belgium conducted the most transparent process regarding how input was
considered and included: Contributions to the draft SDS 2000 led to around
30% changes in the text, which was published with track changes on the
website. Nevertheless stakeholders did not feel involved in this first SDS, as
it was mainly government oriented and lacking focus. In Germany the SD
council conducted a successful dialogue process on sustainability and society, results of which will be included in the SDS review 2004, which is also
the first time that a federal government policy paper takes up civil society
contributions.
Means of consultation are typically inviting comments via the internet, and
holding conferences or hearings. Consultation via internet only is partly
criticised, particularly when no feedback is given (e.g. Sweden). The method
of using indicators for SDS reviews and progress reports is assessed as
highly useful, where it has been introduced in a systematic way (forerunner:
UK).
In Ireland and UK there were also campaigns for raising environmental
awareness and both were evaluated positively. Ireland’s Environmental
Information Service (ENFO), placed in the tourist centre of Dublin, has also
attracted public interest.
In many countries SD councils undertake efforts to increase awareness,
debate and ownership of civil society (cf. following chapter A.3 and D.1).

28 The stakeholder strategies were apparently more influenced by the government concepts than the other
way round.
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SD and other councils

From the participating countries there are six with a well-established and
functioning SD council: Belgium, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Portugal, UK.
With the exception of the Finnish FNCSD they share similar roles, functions,
and mainly also work-style: They are meant to provide a link between
government and stakeholders, foster dialogue of stakeholders ‘among each
other’, operate as or develop a deliberative style, and increase the visibility
of the SD concept. With this think-tank format the members are typically
asked to act on the basis of their expert and stakeholder background, and
not to negotiate the positions of their home organisations. The Belgian
FRDO-CFDD has the most representational character, and has moved over
time from a negotiation to a more deliberative style.
The FNCSD in contrast is a platform for dialogue between government and
stakeholders, and provides an opportunity for stakeholders to directly
address the Prime Minister and other key Ministers. In the case of the other
councils this dialogue with government mainly comes on top of the council’s
work, i.e. collective advice or recommendations for e.g. agenda setting are
discussed with government, whereas in the Finnish case stakeholders tend
to represent their organisation, though some dialogue among stakeholders
also takes place.
The Netherlands has a wide variety of advisory councils, which deal with the
SD agenda from different angles, incl. a social-economic council (SER) with a
SD Working Group. The government has so far opposed establishing a SD
council (there are rather tendencies to cut down the number of advisory
councils), but a high-level SD roundtable might come into place. The council
participating in this study (RMNO) is charged with addressing knowledge
and research questions in the fields of spatial planning, environment and
nature, advises several Ministries29, and is hence the one most engaged in
the SD agenda. It has an expert composition comprising members from
science and different societal groups.
Sweden has the oldest Environment Council (MVB) in Europe30, which has
been always engaged in the ‘ecological sustainability’ agenda of the country.
It is a group of advisors to the Minister for Environment, who also chairs the
council, with an emphasis on dialogue in its plenary meetings. Its working
groups also give independent advice. With broadening up of the SD strategy,
it will remain active in the more environment related questions, and there
might also be more cooperation with other councils.
Hungary has as one of the first countries among the new member states
established its Environment Council (OKT, in 1995) with a stakeholder
composition (business, environmental NGOs and academia), and has been
engaged in the development of SD policies for the country.
All councils participating in this study, besides the Finnish FNCSD, are
considered as independent, i.e. they do not have government members or if
so, then only as observers (and the Swedish MVB is also an exception) 31.
29 In contrast to the ‘policy’ councils, each of which advises one Ministry only.
30 Established 1969; UK and Germany also did shortly after Sweden.
31 The Irish Comhar has one council member from MinE (out of 25).
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Table 6: General functions of (SD) councils

3.1
Role and functions of advisory (SD) councils
Role vis-à-vis the SDS
As already shown in Table 1 the connection between the establishment of a
SD council and the decision to prepare a SDS is particularly strong in
Germany and UK (the same applies in Belgium after restructuring and the SD
Act), and in Finland, Ireland and Portugal the councils have been allocated
an explicit (advisory) role in the preparation and implementation of the SDS
over time.

Sustaining Sustainability

General functions
Table 6 shows the general functions of SD councils, with views typically
shared by the council and government. The category ‘applies to most SDCs’
derives from councils in countries with a corporatist background and/or a
traditionally strong social-economic council: (younger) SD councils here face
some difficulties in overcoming e.g. the traditional negotiation style of the
socio-economic partners (Belgium, partly Ireland; does not apply to the
socio-economic council in the Netherlands).
The expert/environment councils have in the same way an advisory and
agenda setting function, and also partly the multiplicator function, but no
explicit stakeholder/civil society component. The Finnish discussion platform model does not include the aim of consensus building among stakeholders, and has all aspects regarding the development of joint thinking to a
lesser extent. The aspects of promoting SD policies are included in the same
way as in the ‘deliberative’ model.
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3.2
Internal aspects of operation
Styles of internal operation are important success factors for a SD (and
other) council and they also reflect certain aspects of the political culture in
the relationship of government to stakeholders, and the role of socio32 The results of the European Commission Staff Working Paper (2004, p. 8-10) can hence not be confirmed:
Stakeholders are not part of the governmental coordination mechanism as the Commission concludes for
those councils that follow the Finnish model, because they come on top of the governmental mechanism, in
the form of hearings/discussions. Table 3 also wrongly include Austria, Ireland and Portugal in the
‘integrated’ field (all have an independent SD council), and the Netherlands as having an independent SD
council (they do not have one). The councils in Latvia and Lithuania have been terminated (cf. also ch.
Introduction).

Function

applies
to all SDCs

Advisory board to the
government, from a view point
of civil society

applies
also applies
to most SDCs
for
expert/env.
councils

also applies
to the
Finnish
model

[less civil society
point of view]

Reminder/watchdog for the
holistic/integrated and
long-term view
Think-tank
Stakeholder/expert dialogue
‘among each other’, including
that consensus building among
the members should take place
Stakeholder members to take
the views into their organisations
Agenda setting and tackling
difficult policy issues
(unexpected agreements are
appreciated), opinion former

[no explicit

[no stakeholder

stakeholder

agreements]

agreements]

Fostering societal dialogue on
SD policies by addressing
multiplicator parties
Encourage and stimulate
good practice
Applies;
Applies to a lesser extent / variable has changed or changes / not so significant;
no bullet: The opposite tends to apply

economic partners. One aspect is apparent in all the countries participating:
The fact that a government did establish a council strongly suggests that
external/stakeholder advice is valued.33
Council members operate on equal footing
This aspect firstly touches upon the question of the independence of a
council: In most cases there are no members from government in the council
33 NB: The following aspects are not covered for Finland, as there is another model of SD council
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They also have an independent secretariat, partly with staff seconded from
the Ministry (Ireland, UK), and only the Finnish SD council is managed by
MinE civil servants. Their tasks and setting are also reflected in their work
style: They meet around monthly for one day, and they issue advice, recommendations and/or undertake projects for broader stakeholder or civil society involvement. Many councils have also developed new ways of engaging
more directly with policy makers.
The Finnish dialogue platform in contrast meets around four times per year
for two hours. This model is also used by SD councils emerging in new
member states, most likely though for different reasons than in Finland.32
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They also have an independent secretariat, partly with staff seconded from
the Ministry (Ireland, UK), and only the Finnish SD council is managed by
MinE civil servants. Their tasks and setting are also reflected in their work
style: They meet around monthly for one day, and they issue advice, recommendations and/or undertake projects for broader stakeholder or civil society involvement. Many councils have also developed new ways of engaging
more directly with policy makers.
The Finnish dialogue platform in contrast meets around four times per year
for two hours. This model is also used by SD councils emerging in new
member states, most likely though for different reasons than in Finland.32
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(Germany, UK, Hungary), or if so, then only as observers, statutory or factual
(Belgium, Ireland, Portugal, Netherlands).34 Having no governmental
members better provides for an atmosphere of free deliberation and for
taking critical standpoints. On the other hand, having government observers
may lead to better information flow, and possibly to more direct impact on
government policy. Councils without government members/observers have
regular dialogue with the responsible Ministry, and others.35
The second variable (‘double-hat’ of council members) concerns the relationship of council members to their ‘home’-organisation that nominated them or
by which they were appointed: The council members do not ‘represent’ in a
narrow sense this organisation; they operate and discuss as individual
personalities on the basis of a plurality of ideas and a degree of trust given
by their organisation (Germany, Hungary, Portugal, UK; also the Netherlands
and Sweden). For the most part this has not caused problems. In countries
with a more corporatist tradition the representational/negotiation style
prevails, at least in the earlier phases of a council (Belgium, less: Ireland),
but typically the aim is to overcome this over time.
Another variable in this respect is the degree of organization of civil society,
which might cause unequal footing if ‘traditional’ stakeholders (employers,
trade unions) are strong and ‘modern’ NGOs rather weak (e.g. Ireland). The
latter also applies to Hungary and Portugal, but without the former being the
case usually no problems occur in the council. In Belgium the former applies,
but not the latter, and hence the challenge lies more on the institutional side:

Portugal and Hungary some obstacles in communication and information
delivery from the Ministries still occur, which most likely is originated in the
fact that the apparatus is not used to stakeholder involvement yet. Councils
are appreciated in all countries, at least by the (Prime) Minister and higher
levels of the Ministry.

Relation to and role of socio-economic partners
Belgium, Ireland and the Netherlands traditionally, Portugal since the 1980s,
have institutionalised socio-economic partnerships, - a social-economic
council.36 In Belgium this situation has caused tensions when the SDC
was established, but has improved with the clearer allocation of tasks in the
SD Act, and increased acknowledgement by and involvement of the socioeconomic members over time. In Ireland there are no inter-institutional
tensions, but the before-mentioned different footing of stakeholder groups.
In the Netherlands the socio-economic council has more an advisory function, is itself engaged in the SD agenda and also invites environmental NGOs
when preparing such advice. There is in general a tradition of equal footing.

SDCs’ view
Similar to the government, plus some highlights:
• Significant contributions to the preparation, implementation and review
of the SDSs;
• Improved stakeholder dialogue and input to policy formation processes;
• Having kept SD on the agenda (particularly mentioned in Finland);
• Some particular advice are regarded as e.g. outstandingly integrative
(e.g. UK on energy policy);
• Influencing ambitious target setting (Germany e.g. conditional CO2reduction target, limiting land use for construction);
• Agenda setting and successful initiatives/stakeholder agreements in
difficult policy fields (e.g. Germany: coal and land consumption; UK/Fin:
sustainable production and consumption, including the recommendation
that a separate panel should be established; Ireland: rural housing,
carbon taxation; Sweden: Green Headline indicators included in Swedish
Finance Plan, dialogues with business - construction, retail and transport
sector -, resulting in voluntary agreements with government;
Netherlands: putting sustainable tourism and North Sea on the agenda;
Portugal: advice on hazardous waste);
• Initiatives and pilot projects for education (e.g. UK, Ireland, Germany,
Sweden, the Netherlands);

Relation to government departments
The relation of a council to government departments might reflect the attitude of government towards stakeholder involvement (cf. ch. A.2): In most
countries the relationship is characterised as open and constructive. In
34 Exceptions are the Finnish FNCSD, with a different function, and the Swedish MVB, which is a group of
(personal) advisors to the Minister for Environment, who chairs the council. It though has started to also
elaborate independent advice in its working groups.
35 In case of the Dutch RMNO having government members with observer status is meant to facilitate dialogue
(council as ‘sounding board’) and has not caused problems so far. In case of the Belgian FRDO-CFDD this
constellation is partly criticised.
36 In other countries negotiations on wages and working conditions take place in a bilateral setting, with
government as mediator.

3.3
Achievements and success factors of SD councils
Governments’ view
• Valued as a stakeholder advisory body with high quality work; independent input is appreciated (partly: statements are considered intensely);
• it is beneficial that the SDC may address issues that are difficult for the
government (partly: council triggered a certain government decision
regarding the SDS, e.g. the use of indicators);
• challenges and encourages government;
• raising awareness for SD has been achieved for the “interested” public
(reaching a wider public mostly goes beyond the scope and capacity of a
SDC);
• (unexpected) agreements of stakeholders are particularly welcomed
(a prominent case occurred in Germany on coal policy);
• certain successful initiatives that also give new impulses for sectoral
Ministries (examples from Germany and UK);
• professional work of the secretariat, good cooperation with the government.
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(Germany, UK, Hungary), or if so, then only as observers, statutory or factual
(Belgium, Ireland, Portugal, Netherlands).34 Having no governmental
members better provides for an atmosphere of free deliberation and for
taking critical standpoints. On the other hand, having government observers
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government policy. Councils without government members/observers have
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narrow sense this organisation; they operate and discuss as individual
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and Sweden). For the most part this has not caused problems. In countries
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but typically the aim is to overcome this over time.
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latter also applies to Hungary and Portugal, but without the former being the
case usually no problems occur in the council. In Belgium the former applies,
but not the latter, and hence the challenge lies more on the institutional side:

Portugal and Hungary some obstacles in communication and information
delivery from the Ministries still occur, which most likely is originated in the
fact that the apparatus is not used to stakeholder involvement yet. Councils
are appreciated in all countries, at least by the (Prime) Minister and higher
levels of the Ministry.

Relation to and role of socio-economic partners
Belgium, Ireland and the Netherlands traditionally, Portugal since the 1980s,
have institutionalised socio-economic partnerships, - a social-economic
council.36 In Belgium this situation has caused tensions when the SDC
was established, but has improved with the clearer allocation of tasks in the
SD Act, and increased acknowledgement by and involvement of the socioeconomic members over time. In Ireland there are no inter-institutional
tensions, but the before-mentioned different footing of stakeholder groups.
In the Netherlands the socio-economic council has more an advisory function, is itself engaged in the SD agenda and also invites environmental NGOs
when preparing such advice. There is in general a tradition of equal footing.

SDCs’ view
Similar to the government, plus some highlights:
• Significant contributions to the preparation, implementation and review
of the SDSs;
• Improved stakeholder dialogue and input to policy formation processes;
• Having kept SD on the agenda (particularly mentioned in Finland);
• Some particular advice are regarded as e.g. outstandingly integrative
(e.g. UK on energy policy);
• Influencing ambitious target setting (Germany e.g. conditional CO2reduction target, limiting land use for construction);
• Agenda setting and successful initiatives/stakeholder agreements in
difficult policy fields (e.g. Germany: coal and land consumption; UK/Fin:
sustainable production and consumption, including the recommendation
that a separate panel should be established; Ireland: rural housing,
carbon taxation; Sweden: Green Headline indicators included in Swedish
Finance Plan, dialogues with business - construction, retail and transport
sector -, resulting in voluntary agreements with government;
Netherlands: putting sustainable tourism and North Sea on the agenda;
Portugal: advice on hazardous waste);
• Initiatives and pilot projects for education (e.g. UK, Ireland, Germany,
Sweden, the Netherlands);

Relation to government departments
The relation of a council to government departments might reflect the attitude of government towards stakeholder involvement (cf. ch. A.2): In most
countries the relationship is characterised as open and constructive. In
34 Exceptions are the Finnish FNCSD, with a different function, and the Swedish MVB, which is a group of
(personal) advisors to the Minister for Environment, who chairs the council. It though has started to also
elaborate independent advice in its working groups.
35 In case of the Dutch RMNO having government members with observer status is meant to facilitate dialogue
(council as ‘sounding board’) and has not caused problems so far. In case of the Belgian FRDO-CFDD this
constellation is partly criticised.
36 In other countries negotiations on wages and working conditions take place in a bilateral setting, with
government as mediator.

3.3
Achievements and success factors of SD councils
Governments’ view
• Valued as a stakeholder advisory body with high quality work; independent input is appreciated (partly: statements are considered intensely);
• it is beneficial that the SDC may address issues that are difficult for the
government (partly: council triggered a certain government decision
regarding the SDS, e.g. the use of indicators);
• challenges and encourages government;
• raising awareness for SD has been achieved for the “interested” public
(reaching a wider public mostly goes beyond the scope and capacity of a
SDC);
• (unexpected) agreements of stakeholders are particularly welcomed
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• certain successful initiatives that also give new impulses for sectoral
Ministries (examples from Germany and UK);
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Innovative approaches and initiatives for communicating SD and creating
ownership (besides organising conferences and similar events, which all
councils do, e.g. Germany organising competitions in writing, advertisement and film for younger and elder people, initiating a talk-show series
in the eve of the WSSD workshops with actors from art and culture on the
relation of these ‘fields’ to SD);
Pilot projects for fostering best practice and cooperating in their implementation (e.g. Germany: energy contracting for federal buildings,
refurbishing of buildings with low energy standard, communication
strategy for sustainable transport, info campaign on consumer choice,
“fighting hunger with sustainable agriculture”; Sweden: a proposed
centre for linking practitioners and researchers for ecological SD came
into place);
Organising (new) dialogue processes, increasing awareness and ownership in civil society (e.g. in Belgium a popularising website for SD under
the auspices of the SD council has been developed; in Germany the
council conducted a successful dialogue process “society and SD”;
Netherlands: “RMNO Cafés” on different issues related to SD).

Success-factors of a SD council
° Independence: no governmental members, or only as observers; council
members should not represent their organisation but act as individual
personality with the experience of their organisation as background;
° Try to develop an attitude of experimentation with open dialogue and
enthusiasm (non-public meetings of the council, council members should
participate as individual only; no voting, but consensus is aimed at);
° Avoid “theory-only” debates about dimensions of SD etc.; backfill
debates by delivering “how to …” recommendations;
° Engaging in overarching strategic discussions and underpin those with
deeper looks into specific themes through working groups;
° Gaining acknowledgement of the government and the wider political
community through quality of work, and getting to agreements between
stakeholders; and this in turn supports the self-confidence of the council
(and its members); also by long-term strategic thinking combined with
ideas on short-term measures to be taken;
° Make sure that policy recommendations are delivered “au point” as
windows of opportunity typically are small;
° Don’t do what other institutions (councils, think-tanks, government
institutions) can do better;
° Strong chair and well-acknowledged personalities as council members;
include members that have not been engaged in SD policies before (in
corporatist settings: including academia is important);
° Reliable links into government (Finland only: PM chairing for political
authority);

C o m p a ra t i ve a n a l y s i s - A c t o r s a n d p ro c e s s e s

°

°
°

°

Council linked to the PM (as the SDS preferably should): provides for
more authority, attention and feed-back to the council; non-biased
perception of the council (rather than being linked to one Ministry); it
has the explicit and implicit freedom for discussion with any party;
Provide budget for communication efforts;
In some cases important: Getting involved in early phases of policy
making or programming, rather than commenting on a decision that was
already taken or a legal proposal that has already been produced;
Link national views to global views; avoid a purely national perspective.
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B

Themes and scope: the momentum of SDS

The situation of a country in terms of economy, environment (and to a lesser
extent, if playing a role at all, the social system) influences the scope of the
SDS, which ranges from a rather environment focus to covering all dimensions.
• Ireland’s 1997 SDS focused on environmental integration in 8 economic
sectors. The 2002 update put a bit more emphasis on social policies, but
a focus on the environment economy link remains (and the SDS is
perceived as environmental policy).
• Finland and Sweden have been forerunners in ecological sustainability,
and are moving towards an overarching approach, with Sweden having
just revised their SDS in this respect (Finland is considering this for
2005).
• Portugal’s earlier attempts were partly perceived as environmental
biased; the new draft 2004 is clearly overarching.
• The Netherlands have not undertaken their own prioritization, but used
the “WEHAB” themes37, and added trade and CSR.
• Belgium, Germany and the UK have comprehensive strategies, with
Belgium using the EU SDS priority fields (Commission’s proposal May
2001).

C o m p a ra t i ve a n a l y s i s - T h e m e s a n d s c o p e

A SDS might, and should, identify such structural problems and try to
develop new approaches.
In addition to the typical policy fields (cf. ch. D.3), national SDSs prioritise
different issues due to their specific situation. The variety of issues covered
by programs, targets and indicators shows the momentum of SDSs for keeping things moving.
An analysis of the national objectives and targets, and indicators related to
them, is needed. A sound comparison would be useful, because different
sets of issues covered by SD strategies are likely to disclose different overall
concepts for SD policy as such. While environmental issues are clearly in the
centre of SD strategies (and it is understood that they have been a major
driving force for the SD process), it seems that there are some wide options
for issues such as demographic change and the competitiveness of sustainable growth. At the time it is not yet fully understood how the quantity of
issues translates into the quality of national SD policies. It is strongly
recommended that in-depth research of this matter should be conducted as a
follow-up of this study.

Focusing on environmental integration was typical for the earlier stages of
SD policies, and also reflects that environmental integration is a prerequisite
for SD38. In some cases it is because core environmental problems still
need to be tackled (e.g. waste management in Ireland, sewage system in
Hungary). Other countries though have moved towards an overarching
approach, even if they do not rank very high in environmental performance
(e.g. Portugal, Belgium).
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Also already indicated above, and addressed in chapter D.2, problems
difficult to tackle may have a structural cause that goes beyond what a SD
strategy can tackle, e.g.:
• income of local municipalities in Portugal (mainly derives from building
taxes, which leads to issuance of building permits by local
authorities/city councils to an extent way beyond being sustainable, and
causes urban sprawl);
• deficient land use planning system in Ireland (full competence of local
authorities without control of the regional level) leads to zoning in nondesired way.
37 Water, Energy, Health, Agriculture, Biodiversity (selection made at the WSSD 2002).
38 As it is also expressed in Art. 6 TEC.
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In most cases discussion has moved to realising key dilemmas and challenges for SD: decoupling of economic growth from resource use, and hence
the question of sustainable consumption and production (besides possibilities for technology advancement), and of the quality of growth.
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for issues such as demographic change and the competitiveness of sustainable growth. At the time it is not yet fully understood how the quantity of
issues translates into the quality of national SD policies. It is strongly
recommended that in-depth research of this matter should be conducted as a
follow-up of this study.

Focusing on environmental integration was typical for the earlier stages of
SD policies, and also reflects that environmental integration is a prerequisite
for SD38. In some cases it is because core environmental problems still
need to be tackled (e.g. waste management in Ireland, sewage system in
Hungary). Other countries though have moved towards an overarching
approach, even if they do not rank very high in environmental performance
(e.g. Portugal, Belgium).
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Also already indicated above, and addressed in chapter D.2, problems
difficult to tackle may have a structural cause that goes beyond what a SD
strategy can tackle, e.g.:
• income of local municipalities in Portugal (mainly derives from building
taxes, which leads to issuance of building permits by local
authorities/city councils to an extent way beyond being sustainable, and
causes urban sprawl);
• deficient land use planning system in Ireland (full competence of local
authorities without control of the regional level) leads to zoning in nondesired way.
37 Water, Energy, Health, Agriculture, Biodiversity (selection made at the WSSD 2002).
38 As it is also expressed in Art. 6 TEC.
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In most cases discussion has moved to realising key dilemmas and challenges for SD: decoupling of economic growth from resource use, and hence
the question of sustainable consumption and production (besides possibilities for technology advancement), and of the quality of growth.
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Overall, and quite disillusioning, the EU SDS has so far not played a role, or
only a marginal one, in any country besides Belgium (and partly Portugal
and Sweden). In the same way the EU SDS has not considered national SD
strategies: only at the beginning of 2004 the Commission conducted a brief
survey, and intends to improve the linkage to national strategies when
reviewing the EU one.
• Belgium has used the EU SDS priority fields for its new SDS (2004),
mainly for political reasons (“handy”, anything externally is easier to
agree upon in Belgium); the SD council also gave advice on the EU SDS
review.
• Portugal considered it in its preparation for the draft SDS 2004 (third
attempt for a SDS).
• The country of the Gothenburg summit considers its national SDS as a
complement to the EU SDS, and the country wants to maintain its high
profile in SD policies. The 2002 SDS does not refer explicitly to the EU
SDS, but it was supposedly reflected as much as possible when drafting
the eight core areas. The Swedish SDS is considered as taking a broader
approach and going further than the EU SDS. The 2004 revised SDS lists
the four priority fields of the EU SDS without comment, whereas the
WSSD outcomes are considered as a basis, inter alia, for the national
strategy.
• Ireland has used the 6th EAP, mainly because of the focus of its SDS on
environmental integration.
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In many cases it is obvious that the EU SDS could not be considered,
because the national SDSs were prepared earlier (cf. Table 1: Belgium,
Finland, Ireland, UK), but neither the ones later prepared (Germany,
Portugal, The Netherlands, Sweden), nor the ones that have seen a review
after Gothenburg (Germany, Finland, Ireland, Sweden, UK) considered or
deliberated on the EU SDS. Finland is planning to look at it more intensely,
when revising its SDS (which might happen in 2005), and is now also giving
information on the EU SDS review. Reasons include a felt need to concentrate on national matters first, which applies to most countries (besides
Belgium), and to a lesser extent that the EU SDS is not legally binding in
contrast to environmental legislation. Attitudes towards the latter point
seem to be somewhat mixed, and has been changing over time, with now the
councils from Belgium, Germany, Ireland (cf. C.1 below) having given input to
the EU SDS review.39
But there are also, and may be dominant, soft factors influencing a general
attitude towards Europe, which is then reflected in how programmatic policies and strategies are dealt with:
39 In general the UK, and for certain subjects also the Scandinavian countries seem to play a rather pro-active
role at European level, whereas Portugal and also Germany appear rather reactive; Hungary has been busy
with transposing the aquis communautaire, and is only now in a new situation.

In general, Europe is mainly characterised as “far away” (besides: Belgium,
and also less ‘far away’ in Hungary, Portugal, Ireland). EU policies are often
perceived as alien, remote and abstract, and the decision-making processes
as complicated, lacking transparency and/or democratic legitimacy. In cases
when EU policies have overarching claims (e.g. Lisbon, Cardiff, EU SDS) it is
often not trusted that those claims can be taken as real. In many countries it
is stated that there is a cultural gap on the national side between civil
servants responsible for EU matters (“coffee parties”, abstract “EU terminology”) and others. In some countries EU career prospects are perceived as
unattractive: careers in public service are not advanced by “going Europe”
(e.g. Germany, the Netherlands), whereas in other countries EU careers seem
to be more fostered (e.g. UK).
Countries that did not yet have a national SDS by 2001 were triggered to
prepare one by the commitment of the Gothenburg summit that all member
states should prepare a SDS for the WSSD, and not by the fact that a EU SDS
was endorsed.
Hence the EU is mainly not a driving force for national SD policies.
The Lisbon process is in general considered as more important than the EU
SDS, which might partly be due to the current overall trend to focus on
competitiveness, but there are also countries, which tend to ignore it (typically the bigger member states), whereas others consider themselves as
forerunners (Finland, Sweden), which is also reflected in their high position
in international ranking schemes40.

2

SD councils: European and international dimension

The councils’ attitudes vis-à-vis the EU SDS are mainly congruent with those
of their countries: Only the Belgian FRDO-CFDD, and partly the Portuguese
CNADS have actively dealt with it. Nevertheless, on the councils’ side there
is more awareness for the need of better linkage, which is also reflected in
the activities of the councils in the SD working group of EEAC, and not least
in participation in and funding of this study. The working group gave input
to the review of the EU SDS, and three councils did individually (Belgium,
Germany, Ireland). Regarding the attitude towards the EU the councils are in
a way a mirror of society: Individual council members and/or the secretariat
might raise awareness, whereas the majority of council members tend to
have a reserved or reactive attitude as described above. In this way national
SD councils may help in improving the linkages of national and the EU SDS
in the future. So far this has to be considered as only at the very starting
point of a learning process.
Councils also tend to face a statutory problem: It is their remit to give advice
on national matters to their national governments, and though the influence
of European policies (and strategies) is acknowledged also by governments
(which are typically in favour of their councils’ European activities), in daily
work under constant capacity constraints, such activities nevertheless tend

40 e.g. World Economic Forum (2004).
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forerunners (Finland, Sweden), which is also reflected in their high position
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of their countries: Only the Belgian FRDO-CFDD, and partly the Portuguese
CNADS have actively dealt with it. Nevertheless, on the councils’ side there
is more awareness for the need of better linkage, which is also reflected in
the activities of the councils in the SD working group of EEAC, and not least
in participation in and funding of this study. The working group gave input
to the review of the EU SDS, and three councils did individually (Belgium,
Germany, Ireland). Regarding the attitude towards the EU the councils are in
a way a mirror of society: Individual council members and/or the secretariat
might raise awareness, whereas the majority of council members tend to
have a reserved or reactive attitude as described above. In this way national
SD councils may help in improving the linkages of national and the EU SDS
in the future. So far this has to be considered as only at the very starting
point of a learning process.
Councils also tend to face a statutory problem: It is their remit to give advice
on national matters to their national governments, and though the influence
of European policies (and strategies) is acknowledged also by governments
(which are typically in favour of their councils’ European activities), in daily
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to fall under the table. One solution could be that the statutory remit of the
councils should be extended.41
The councils are often more triggered by the international/UN dimension
(Finland, Ireland, Sweden, also: Belgium, partly Germany and Portugal),
and have been active in the WSSD (Belgium, Germany, Sweden; partly: UK,
Portugal).
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Climate change / energy:
• set decoupling targets for different sectors (B);
• energy policy particularly to be combined with technology advancement,
research/innovation technologies for CO2-free electricity production, and
also e.g. fuel cells, hydrogen (D);
• energy tax and fuels: kerosin, diesel (NL), carbon tax (IRE);
• targets for energy efficiency and renewables (S);
• inter alia promoting renewable energy with European funds (UK);
• policy commitments for post 2012 (D, P, S, UK);
• unspecific: Fin, Hun.
Research & Development:
• Spend more for R&D, e.g. on biofuels (B, Fin: “follow the good example
of Finland, spend more on R&D instead of CAP”; P and UK: unspecific
demand for increased funding);
• the 7th Research Framework Program needs to include the possibility for
pilot projects in SD (D);
• environmental innovation (cf. also environment priority for the Dutch
Presidency), with increased funds for research and development;
• environmental technology: ETAP (Environmental Technology Action Plan) is
important, - most technologies should be ‘environmentally adjusted’ (S);
• not mentioned in: Ire, Hun.
Transport:
• to tackle mobility problems, taxation would be needed (though it is
assessed as unrealistic that an agreement can be found on EU level) (B);
• more funding should be invested in rail transport (D, Fin, P), particularly
to shift freight (D), and sea-waterways (Fin);
• measures regarding aviation (emissions) and transport in general (UK);
• not mentioned in: Ire, NL, S.

Policy fields upstream and downstream

In each country, the study asked which policy fields prompt people to favour
EU activity (called ‘upstream action’) and which EU policy (planned or existing) has negative impacts on national policies in the framework of SD (called
‘downstream impact’). As there is an overlap of what could and should be
41

Upstream action - Policy fields for which EU activity is desired or
required43

Lisbon process: preparation of the Spring Summits

The coordination of the Spring Summit is a good example of how the inclusion of the European dimension in national policies is organised on the
government side, how national governments consider the EU SDS related to
the Lisbon process, which is typically reflected in whether the Ministry of
Environment is involved in the Spring Summit preparation or not, and
whether there is a link to the national SDS.
The first point reveals in part the transition process of European integration:
Originally the Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MinFA) have coordinated all EU
affairs, but now the sectoral Ministries tend to deal with the European
dimension of their individual policy fields. For overarching issues like the
Lisbon process though the MinFAs often have maintained a certain coordination function, more or less in cooperation or shared competence with the PM
office. Sole responsibility of the MinFA can be found in Finland (with
approval of a Parliamentary Committee), Hungary, the Netherlands, Portugal,
and UK; coordination by the PM office is done in Ireland, Sweden, and mixed
responsibility exists in Germany (Ministry for Economic Affairs, MinFA, PM
office). In Belgium there is a special committee of Director Generals, and
inter-cabinet working groups coordinating the input of the eight Ministries
involved.
The Ministries of Environment are in all cases involved in the government
internal consultation and opinion forming for the Spring Summit.
The link to the national SDS is in all cases weak to non-existent: In the
Ministries for Environment there are often two separate units, one for international and EU policy, and one for strategies including the SDS, and another
unit might exist in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This applies mainly in the
bigger member states and/or bigger Ministries (Germany, UK, the
Netherlands).
No SD council besides the Belgian FRDO-CFDD has so far individually dealt
with the Lisbon process.42

4

tackled on EU and/or international level, the “upstream” category does not
necessarily exclude national action, though in tendency it means that
progressing nationally is more difficult, and/or additional EU action would
be desired or required.

The only council that has implemented this solution in a recent restructuring phase is the Flemish Minaraad, who is now obliged to deal with European policies to a certain extend (10%).
42 The EEAC Working Group SD though gave input to a hearing, organised by the European Economic and
Social Committee (EESC) in September 2004.

CAP, Biodiversity and Fisheries
• If the Common Agriculture Policy is mentioned, the policy developments
receive credit, but more needs to be done (Fin, Hun, NL, S); P assesses
the current CAP as satisfactory, more needs to be done domestically
(incl. rural multi-functionality and tourism); UK also includes fisheries,
and asks for labelling of eco-food; Belgium asks for including SD criteria

43 In the order of importance, measured by the number of countries mentioning and emphasis given.
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2002, with the exception of “transition” processes and long-term environmental agreements with industry as continuing policies from previous
government(s). In earlier times EU targets (and policies) were considered
rather as the lowest common denominator and the Netherlands was more
ambitious. Nowadays things have changed, and environmental policy
makers express that they are glad about EU targets, because without them
the national targets would not only have been lowered to that level, but
would supposedly have been removed. Emission trading and the EU objectives for renewables were mentioned as particularly positive examples.
Sweden has played a strong role in EU environmental/integration policies
that are important for the country, e.g. chemicals policy. The EU SDS plays a
role, but other international goals and commitments seem to be more important.
The UK has a long-term CO2-reduction target, but do not bind it to one on EU
level. The attitude towards EU policies seems to have developed to a proactive, particularly in the environment field, but this does not apply in general.
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that the national SDSs have to be better linked to the EU strategy. Also, the
requests for actions in key policy fields reflect that national manoeuvring
space is small. The highlights here clearly are climate change and energy
policy, transport, and the overall demand for more EU funding in
Research&Development. The 7th Research Framework Program is or should
be hence a target for putting innovation in the framework of SD.
Also the conditional targets, as started in Belgium and Germany, might be an
interesting instrument for other countries to better link the national and the
EU dimension.
The other way round it is less understandable why the EU SDS did not
consider national SDSs when it was developed in 2001. For the review 2004
the Commission conducted a survey of national SDSs, which falls a bit short
in its degree of verification.47 How these insights will find their way into the
reviewed EU SDS remains to be seen.

Conclusions

The low degree of consideration of the EU SDS for national SD strategies
and policies is sobering, but also understandable from the member states
point of view: They have so far felt that they need to find out for themselves what SD might mean - in general and for the country. It reflects a
‘learning’ attitude that should be welcomed, and is expected to provide for
ownership. Interestingly, work from international organisations like the
OECD, and even the UN CSD, is considered rather than the EU SDS. This
could on the one hand mean that the EU is predominantly perceived as a
legislator, and the open method of coordination has not reached the hearts
of the member states (which seems to apply also the other way round). On
the other hand EU Green Books or White Books (e.g. on governance, which
is similarly a ‘fuzzy’ issue) sometimes get more attention than the EU SDS.
Maybe it is its hermaphrodite position between a programmatic strategy
document and aiming at concrete policy that makes it more difficult to deal
with. Because of its low degree of integration with other policies the EU
SDS tends to be perceived as a ‘stand-alone’ issue, which hence does not
encourage national SDSs and actors. It is not perceived as a policy driver
within the Commission, as officials are not committed to it. Member states
are hence not triggered to consider it. In contrast to shifts in attitudes in
the member states towards more ‘learning’, the Agenda 21 approach of
capacity building, ownership and civil society engagement on all levels is
forgotten at the European level.
Most likely though the stronger variables are both the overall attitude
towards the EU: If reserved, then EU legislation is a must and the rest gets
neglected; if positive, and having a positive impact for the country, then the
totality gets attention.
Anyhow, after a phase of national self-orientation it is now acknowledged
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47 European Commission Staff Working Document (2004).
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in future WTO negotiations and to reduce quotas and import duties for
developing countries.
Biodiversity as a field to be tackled by the EU is mentioned by Finland
and Portugal, the latter asking for more funding for its high percentage of
nature conservation areas.
CFP is mentioned by Portugal as an important policy field.

Chemicals:
Ireland and Sweden mention this as important policy field for EU action.
Cross-cutting issues/instruments:
Environmental taxation / harmonised taxation: Asked for unspecifically (Fin,
Ire S), related to transport (B);
Subsidies and prices: phasing out and/or adjust unsustainable subsidies,
‘getting the prices right’ (NL);
Trade: adoption of labels for fairer trade (B), regarding reduction of poverty
in general (UK), reduction of VAT-levels on products that bear environmental
or ethical labels (B);
Product standards: setting minimum efficiency standards (e.g. for white
goods and vehicles) (UK).

Sustaining Sustainability

EU SDS related:
Germany would find it desirable if the EU SDS had quantitative targets and a
set of indicators, which could become a reference point for all member
states. The EU SDS should make use of those indicators commonly used, or
used by a majority of member states (cf. ch. B).
Sweden would like to see its four priority areas (2004 SDS review) become
important for the EU SDS.
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Downstream impact - EU policies hampering national SD processes44
Common issues of concern are the overall free movement of goods, which
increases transport volumes (Fin, Hun, UK), and EU funding having too much
emphasis on roads (Hun; relates also to the request for more investment in
rail transport by Finland, Germany and Portugal). Cohesion funds are particularly criticised for not only setting wrong incentives, but partly causing
member states to shift their priorities in an unsustainable way (e.g. transport policy in Hungary). Countries that are (nett) contributors are asked to
be aware of EU funding policies.
Particular problems with liberalization arise in Belgium (public transport:
endangers the advantageous Belgian system), and Germany (electricity
market: causes problems for the program of phasing out nuclear energy).
Public transport also raises the underlying question whether the EU wants to
move towards the “Los Angeles model” or maintain the European one.
Belgium also fears the internal market having an increasing impact on EU
social policies, which might hamper the country’s advanced social system.

44 NB: The findings represent rather highlights, as this aspect was not covered systematically.
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Finland struggles with the (current) burden sharing agreements, and Sweden
is concerned about EU chemicals policy, whereas in Ireland CAP causes
constraints (as well as benefits).
Portugal in general finds that EU policies do not sufficiently consider and
include the specific situation of the country (Southern European countries);
this particularly applies to CAP, rural development and nature protection
policies. CFP is damaging biodiversity and does not acknowledge non-fishing reserves (a similar problem was faced in Sweden).
Conditional targets or implementation
In Belgium the implementation of an energy/CO2-tax is linked with an agreement at EU level.
Germany established a CO2 reduction target for the year 2020 (-40%),
whose implementation it makes dependent upon the setting of an EU target
of -30%. Conversely, the EU target of 20% share of biofuels by 2020 raised a
discussion, whether this should be just adopted or whether a more ambitious target should be set.45
In other countries there are no conditional targets or implementation.
Overall outlook
Belgium takes EU legislation rather seriously and governments have been
committed to transpose all Directives into national law.46 The government
also strives to influence EU policies towards SD in some fields, with some
focus on the international trade dimension, and has exerted an influence on
the EU SDS itself.
Germany: Although the EU (SDS) has so far not yet played a role for national
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45 Green Paper Towards a European Strategy for the Security of Energy Supply (COM(2000) 769 final).
46 This does not automatically mean implementation.
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2002, with the exception of “transition” processes and long-term environmental agreements with industry as continuing policies from previous
government(s). In earlier times EU targets (and policies) were considered
rather as the lowest common denominator and the Netherlands was more
ambitious. Nowadays things have changed, and environmental policy
makers express that they are glad about EU targets, because without them
the national targets would not only have been lowered to that level, but
would supposedly have been removed. Emission trading and the EU objectives for renewables were mentioned as particularly positive examples.
Sweden has played a strong role in EU environmental/integration policies
that are important for the country, e.g. chemicals policy. The EU SDS plays a
role, but other international goals and commitments seem to be more important.
The UK has a long-term CO2-reduction target, but do not bind it to one on EU
level. The attitude towards EU policies seems to have developed to a proactive, particularly in the environment field, but this does not apply in general.
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that the national SDSs have to be better linked to the EU strategy. Also, the
requests for actions in key policy fields reflect that national manoeuvring
space is small. The highlights here clearly are climate change and energy
policy, transport, and the overall demand for more EU funding in
Research&Development. The 7th Research Framework Program is or should
be hence a target for putting innovation in the framework of SD.
Also the conditional targets, as started in Belgium and Germany, might be an
interesting instrument for other countries to better link the national and the
EU dimension.
The other way round it is less understandable why the EU SDS did not
consider national SDSs when it was developed in 2001. For the review 2004
the Commission conducted a survey of national SDSs, which falls a bit short
in its degree of verification.47 How these insights will find their way into the
reviewed EU SDS remains to be seen.

Conclusions

The low degree of consideration of the EU SDS for national SD strategies
and policies is sobering, but also understandable from the member states
point of view: They have so far felt that they need to find out for themselves what SD might mean - in general and for the country. It reflects a
‘learning’ attitude that should be welcomed, and is expected to provide for
ownership. Interestingly, work from international organisations like the
OECD, and even the UN CSD, is considered rather than the EU SDS. This
could on the one hand mean that the EU is predominantly perceived as a
legislator, and the open method of coordination has not reached the hearts
of the member states (which seems to apply also the other way round). On
the other hand EU Green Books or White Books (e.g. on governance, which
is similarly a ‘fuzzy’ issue) sometimes get more attention than the EU SDS.
Maybe it is its hermaphrodite position between a programmatic strategy
document and aiming at concrete policy that makes it more difficult to deal
with. Because of its low degree of integration with other policies the EU
SDS tends to be perceived as a ‘stand-alone’ issue, which hence does not
encourage national SDSs and actors. It is not perceived as a policy driver
within the Commission, as officials are not committed to it. Member states
are hence not triggered to consider it. In contrast to shifts in attitudes in
the member states towards more ‘learning’, the Agenda 21 approach of
capacity building, ownership and civil society engagement on all levels is
forgotten at the European level.
Most likely though the stronger variables are both the overall attitude
towards the EU: If reserved, then EU legislation is a must and the rest gets
neglected; if positive, and having a positive impact for the country, then the
totality gets attention.
Anyhow, after a phase of national self-orientation it is now acknowledged
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National SD strategies:
Successes and shortcomings

1

Achievements of the SD strategies and the (SD) councils

General and governance
Overall, the SD strategies are not considered as having been the driving force
for policy advancements, but having one “helps”: to take action (Belgium), as
a reference point to improve sectoral policies (Germany), to keep the issue on
the agenda for a long time (Finland), to move towards a more overarching
approach (Sweden), to increase policy coherence (UK). In Finland, Ireland
and the Netherlands (and partly Belgium) the SDS is to the largest extent (in
comparison) a compilation of policies that are going on anyway, with Belgium
and Finland having advanced more in an overarching approach.
Preparing a SDS and both providing or improving the governance framework
(coordination within government, stakeholder involvement), and reflecting
on policy priorities and the long-term perspective are successes in themselves in Hungary and Portugal.
In most countries, particularly emphasised in Belgium, Ireland and UK, the
SDS receives credits for having increased an understanding of the concept in
the consciousness of decision-makers and other actors, and has created a
common language.
The inter-ministerial coordination is assessed positively in all countries that
already have a SDS, and hence apparently some coordination mechanism in
place (Belgium, Germany, Finland, Ireland, Sweden and UK), and as deficient
in the Netherlands, Hungary and Portugal. At the same time in all cases it is
regarded as difficult to get other Ministries committed: In UK some progress
has been made with the instrument of departmental SD strategies (but only
some have followed this so far), and new public bodies have to include SD in
their statutes and activities. In Belgium the SDS has increased willingness
to discuss, and the new composition of the inter-departmental committee
might improve commitments. In Germany the lead responsibility of the chancellery, and also the reporting system, is clearly considered as the key
success factor for this aspect, and both Sweden and Portugal in the same
way decided for this mechanism. Also in Finland that PM overall responsibility for SD policies is assessed positively because of increased visibility and
political authority.
Regarding the ‘planning’ and ‘learning’ attitude the conclusion seems to be
fairly simple: the most preferable way lies somewhere in the middle,
depending on the culture of each country. A powerful example is Finland,
which considers its strong bottom-up approach with emphasising ownership
as very successful, but is meanwhile also of the opinion that creating a
better architecture of objectives and setting quantitative targets would now
be useful. At the other end, Portugal and Hungary probably have the most
top-down approach, and are also rather weak in stakeholder consultation.
Germany saw an eight-year phase of (parliamentary) debate, which mainly
covered theoretic thinking on concepts and approaches. The federal govern-
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ment is now trying to introduce a more action-based attitude and the SD
council has asked for SD to be made more concrete with many more pilot
projects. Setting national targets was also expressed as rather difficult (or:
more difficult than elsewhere) in Belgium, Ireland, and nowadays also in the
Netherlands. UK on the other hand is the country with the longest experience with an objective-indicator/headline-indicator approach and has
reported progress several times. Germany has followed this path (first experience to come later in 2004), and Sweden so far has a solid system of environmental and health objectives and for health (link to indicators not fully
finalised). Voices saying that the SDS process has been too bureaucratic
might be an indicator for having become a bit too state-centred (at least
relative to usual practice in the country).
Particular failures in the sphere of governance cannot be stated, but not
surprisingly things move fairly slowly as in public administration and political culture in general, unless a (new) government is significantly committed
and takes serious measures for this aspect of SD policies. Hungary is most
lagging behind, with no perceivable progress towards the second round of
commitment to prepare a SDS by 2004, which is now again postponed until
2005/06.48
Belgium considers its achievements regarding an institutional framework
and public participation as successful, whereas the results in (inter)sectoral
policies, and e.g. the use of economic instruments, is rather weak.
In Germany successes of the SDS are the establishment of a monitoring
system, the initiation of pilot SD-projects that are more visible and the inclusion of non-environmental issues such as demographic change in the
agenda.
Ireland considers the establishment of an “environmental network” of
government departments as success for greater coherence and better integration of environmental considerations into sectoral policies such as
energy, agriculture and marine. Similarly, in Finland better environmental
integration is regarded as a success of the SDS, as well as the approach that
stakeholder groups were asked to prepare their own SD strategies parallel to
the government SDS process, which has led to better/accelerated strategic
thinking on SD. Also in Sweden the bottom-up approach of fostering Local
Agenda 21, and the political commitment of the PM are successes of the
early phases, which have more or less continued over time; they are though
not based on the SDS.
Policy fields
Successes in policy fields that are based on the SDS are so far found mainly
in the UK and include: influence on the Energy White Paper (with an underlying approach based explicitly on SD, including CO2 reduction); the government’s framework for sustainable production and consumption and the
sustainable food and farming strategy (food and rural policies now in one
Ministry together with environment) and moving in the most sustainable way
48 In 2002 also Portugal failed, but produced a new draft in July 2004, which was meant to be adopted end of
that year. This is now postponed to spring 2005 (partly due to changes in government in 2004).
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SD councils
SD councils in general have supported and fostered the governance dimensions of SD processes. They have been drivers for better government
coordination and stakeholder participation (e.g. Germany, Belgium, Finland,
Ireland, partly Portugal, partly UK for vertical coordination), agenda and/or
target setting (e.g. Germany, UK, Sweden) and sometimes achieved unexpected agreements among stakeholders. A prominent example is an agreement on coal policies in Germany (partly similar in Ireland on carbon taxation and rural housing, as well as an agreement on “principles for SD”). The
German SDC also caught attention for a recommendation on land consumption and successfully conducted a dialogue process on sustainability and
society; these two elements will be included in the SDS review, which is also
the first time that a federal government policy paper takes up civil society
contributions. The Finnish SDC emphasises that its existence has provided
continuity in keeping SD on the government agenda for a long time, and that
a SD approach has started to become part of “every day life”. The Swedish
MVB and the Dutch RMNO have been successful in bridging the gap between
science and government/practitioners; the MVB also conducted dialogue
with business that resulted in voluntary agreement with government in three
business sectors.
49 It is questioned whether the Dutch SD “Action Plan” is a SDS: Some consider the NEP as SDS, some find the
Action Plan as not strategic enough (cf. also Introduction, “strategy” or “plan”).

The UK SDC regards its engagement with food and farming policy as successful, and its influence on energy policy (see above). And it has put sustainable consumption on the policy agenda, and is now jointly running a round
table to develop more specific proposals (similarly in Finland where a new
commission was established). The same issue was the subject of a successful recommendation of the German SDC.
The Belgian SDC, as for the country as whole, regards its achievements in
the (internal and domestic) governance dimension as most important.
Highlights in policy fields are an advice on fiscal instruments for climate
change, and its contribution to the 2nd SDS 2004.
Acknowledged advice of the Portuguese SDC on hazardous waste, GMOs and
the ratification of the Aarhus Convention might find its way into the draft SDS.

2

Where to move to?

The overall picture reveals that the governance dimension is of utmost
importance for SD processes. In all countries there are improvement potentials in the relevant aspects of governance, and also in policy fields.
Nevertheless, some patterns can be identified, which depend on the starting
point of an individual country and which aspects have so far been focused
on. This might mean e.g. filling in gaps (in content), shift the focus from
architecture to action or vice versa, revising priority fields and/or introduce a
systematic monitoring system, incl. agreeing on objectives and targets,
moving towards a balance of ‘planning’ and ‘learning’. Table 7 highlights the
key aspects, some of which are complementary, often along the lines leadership - ownership and top-down - bottom-up, as introduced further above50:
1 and 2 Focusing on policy coherence (typically with a top-down approach)
tends to lead to a well designed architecture of the strategy, but
might fall short in linking the strategy with actions, i.e. making SD
more concrete (e.g. Germany; mixed: Belgium); whereas a focus on
actions might be caused by a strong bottom-up approach (e.g.
Finland), or by deficient priority setting and/or only compiling existing policies (e.g. Netherlands, partly Ireland).
3
A top-down approach might have achieved a systematic review
process with objectives and targets in place and measuring progress
with indicators (UK, Germany); deficient review processes might be
caused by a focus on bottom-up (e.g. Finland, also so far reservations
against targets) or political/administrative reasons (e.g. Belgium,
Ireland, Netherlands. Selecting priority fields, and mainly their revision is in most cases not transparent. Also target setting is a challenge in most countries: In Germany quantitative targets were agreed
in the SDS, in UK and Sweden they stem from previous or sectoral
policies (with Sweden strong environmental quality objectives are in
place, with such a process, but mainly not in other fields). Finland
and Sweden have indicators, but they are not or only partly used.

50 Hungary is not included in this Table, as it has not yet started a SDS process.
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under CAP. Not that the SDS has led directly to these policy changes, but it
has created a climate of opinion in government, which has enabled them to
happen.
This also applies to Ireland, where first steps have been undertaken in
“greening” of fiscal instruments and amended legislation for planning and
development was introduced, which requires planning authorities to take
account of SD in the elaboration of development plans and control decisions.
In Finland and Sweden earlier policies for environmental/ecological sustainability have been successful: Finland: e.g. increased eco-efficiency. Sweden
has made significant progress in decoupling, has a long-term CO2-target and
15 environmental quality objectives (more recently also health objectives),
and has included key ecological indicators in the Finance Plan.
The Netherlands have started an interesting program for environmental integration, called “transition processes” (for energy, agriculture, transport,
biodiversity), which is though not rooted in a SDS but in its National
Environment Plan (NEP).49
On the implementation side it is often mentioned that the budget implications/required shifts in budgets are not tackled seriously. In the UK there
have been two attempts to include SD criteria in the periodic reviews of
departmental spending plans, with ambiguous results: the attempts were
made, but the reports and their outcomes remain unknown. In the same
way taxation for more sustainable transport has ceased again, and it is
uncertain whether the “sustainable communities” strategy will be environmentally sustainable in its implementation.
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uncertain whether the “sustainable communities” strategy will be environmentally sustainable in its implementation.
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A strong bottom-up approach in tendency is correlated with a rather
weak architecture, and the other way round. All countries besides
Finland and Sweden could improve this, with Belgium, Ireland and UK
having already put more efforts in this aspect than the others. The
Netherlands and Portugal, followed by Ireland and Sweden could
improve ways of stakeholder consultation; Germany has shown the
most innovative and wide-spread approach (incl. all media), followed
by UK and Belgium. Acknowledgement and ownership of the SDS as
overarching strategy should be improved in the Netherlands and
Portugal, followed by Sweden and Ireland.
Horizontal coordination may be improved in all countries, but seems
to be a particular challenge in Portugal and the Netherlands (partly
UK). A similar picture applies to the challenge of getting concerned
Ministries committed, an aspect in which Germany and Sweden seem
to have made most progress (and partly UK).
Vertical coordination is most focused on in Finland and Sweden
(correlating with a strong bottom-up approach), but also in the UK
(devolved governments) and Belgium (federal situation and division
of competences between the levels as key challenge).
The EU (SDS) is only explicitly considered in Belgium, and to a lesser
extent in Sweden, Portugal and Ireland, and is hence most deficient in
the other countries.

3

Literally all countries regard the following fields as most difficult to make
progress in:
• Climate change / energy,
• Mobility / transport,
• Sustainable production and consumption,
the last has so far been tackled under the aim of decoupling in the
Netherlands, Sweden and Germany.
For Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands and Portugal also agriculture ranges
high in this assessment, whereas for Sweden sustainable forestry is a difficult challenge. Sweden also includes the goal of a non-toxic environment in
the list of thorny fields.
Belgium and Finland stress the future of the social component as difficult to
tackle, with Finland questioning how the Nordic welfare state may be maintained with an ageing population.
Table 8 provides an overview of those policy fields that are stated as most
difficult to make progress in.

Table 7: Main improvement potentials for national SD strategies (in nine EU countries)

improvement potentials for:

1 Policy / SDS coherence
2 Architecture of SDS,
relation to actions
Move from actions to
strategy/improve architecture
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Most difficult policy fields

Those policy fields for which EU activity is desired or identified as necessary
are typically also ones domestically difficult to make progress in.
Sometimes though policy fields that are solely or mainly a domestic problem, or to be tackled domestically, rank similarly high in the ‘degree of difficulty’ as the others: This tends to apply to countries where there is still a lot
to do in more classical environment policy fields like waste management
(Finland, Ireland, Hungary), water quality (Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden
with an ambitious objective for zero-eutrophication), water management, soil
erosion and desertification (Portugal), or air quality (Ireland). This also
applies to planning, land use and housing (Finland, Hungary, Ireland,
Portugal, the Netherlands; ambitious objective: Germany) and meta-issues
like education (Hungary, Portugal; with high ambitions: UK).
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A strong bottom-up approach in tendency is correlated with a rather
weak architecture, and the other way round. All countries besides
Finland and Sweden could improve this, with Belgium, Ireland and UK
having already put more efforts in this aspect than the others. The
Netherlands and Portugal, followed by Ireland and Sweden could
improve ways of stakeholder consultation; Germany has shown the
most innovative and wide-spread approach (incl. all media), followed
by UK and Belgium. Acknowledgement and ownership of the SDS as
overarching strategy should be improved in the Netherlands and
Portugal, followed by Sweden and Ireland.
Horizontal coordination may be improved in all countries, but seems
to be a particular challenge in Portugal and the Netherlands (partly
UK). A similar picture applies to the challenge of getting concerned
Ministries committed, an aspect in which Germany and Sweden seem
to have made most progress (and partly UK).
Vertical coordination is most focused on in Finland and Sweden
(correlating with a strong bottom-up approach), but also in the UK
(devolved governments) and Belgium (federal situation and division
of competences between the levels as key challenge).
The EU (SDS) is only explicitly considered in Belgium, and to a lesser
extent in Sweden, Portugal and Ireland, and is hence most deficient in
the other countries.

3

Literally all countries regard the following fields as most difficult to make
progress in:
• Climate change / energy,
• Mobility / transport,
• Sustainable production and consumption,
the last has so far been tackled under the aim of decoupling in the
Netherlands, Sweden and Germany.
For Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands and Portugal also agriculture ranges
high in this assessment, whereas for Sweden sustainable forestry is a difficult challenge. Sweden also includes the goal of a non-toxic environment in
the list of thorny fields.
Belgium and Finland stress the future of the social component as difficult to
tackle, with Finland questioning how the Nordic welfare state may be maintained with an ageing population.
Table 8 provides an overview of those policy fields that are stated as most
difficult to make progress in.

Table 7: Main improvement potentials for national SD strategies (in nine EU countries)
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1 Policy / SDS coherence
2 Architecture of SDS,
relation to actions
Move from actions to
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Most difficult policy fields

Those policy fields for which EU activity is desired or identified as necessary
are typically also ones domestically difficult to make progress in.
Sometimes though policy fields that are solely or mainly a domestic problem, or to be tackled domestically, rank similarly high in the ‘degree of difficulty’ as the others: This tends to apply to countries where there is still a lot
to do in more classical environment policy fields like waste management
(Finland, Ireland, Hungary), water quality (Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden
with an ambitious objective for zero-eutrophication), water management, soil
erosion and desertification (Portugal), or air quality (Ireland). This also
applies to planning, land use and housing (Finland, Hungary, Ireland,
Portugal, the Netherlands; ambitious objective: Germany) and meta-issues
like education (Hungary, Portugal; with high ambitions: UK).
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National SD strategies in nine countries: achievements
and challenges

Achievements and challenges of national SD strategies in each country are
assessed in a summarised way as follows.
achievement
( )
partial achievement
/
mixed: achievement and challenge
( )
partial challenge
challenge

/( )

/( )

( )/

Belgium

/( )

/( )

/

( )/

Comprehensive strategy; environment is a bit limited (at least on
the measures side) because of limited federal competence;
The EU SDS plays a strong role;
Stakeholder consultation is taken seriously;
SDS as a ‘living document’ with clear priority fields and strategic
approach, but underpinning objectives are missing or a bit arbitrary.
Moving towards a national (vs. federal) SDS will be a challenge;
Getting all concerned departments committed is still a challenge,
but the institutional setting has beneficial potentials. Lead
responsibility is again given to a State Secretary for SD, now
attached to a powerful Vice-Prime Minister;
There was no systematic review of the first SDS yet (but a second
SDS was developed), which is partly due to its reputation as being
a “wish-list” and some problems with time frames; it might be
worthwhile to reconsider the review terms and mechanisms;
Overall, the emphasis in Belgium seems, due to the complex
institutional context, to lie a bit too heavily on the procedural
component, and substance gets lost a bit;
Agreeing on more clear, and quantitative objectives and (key-)
indicators will be a challenge.

Sustaining Sustainability
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/( )

Commitment of the PM (chancellor), lead responsibility, steering
and coordination by the chancellery (PM office), with a green cabinet as horizontal coordination mechanism; this role is considered
as a key success factor, which has supported sticking to targets
and supported the commitment of other Ministries;
SDS as a ‘living document’ with priority fields and a comprehensive approach, and (partly quantitative) underpinning objectives;
though it is also criticised for lack of vision and strategic
approach, lack of link to other overarching government
program(s), and for being not ambitious enough;

( )

The mid-term review of the SDS was not entirely systematic: some
previously announced priorities were left out with no reference or
explanation, the previous priority fields lack measures of progress
and future measures are unclear;
Stakeholder consultation is now taken seriously, and the SD council plays a key role in experimenting with new forms of increasing
involvement of society;
So far poor vertical coordination: will have to be improved, if only
because of certain objectives that can only be reached with strong
commitment and cooperation of the Laender and local level; LA 21
initiatives still play a role, and may become a valuable partner;
So far poor link to EU policies and the EU SDS (recently improving); there are also coordination deficits in this respect.

Finland

/( )

/
/
( )/

Strong background in environmental sustainability: ranging on top
of the Environmental Sustainability Index (2002);
PM chairing the SD council gives political weight; continuity has
been achieved
Strong bottom-up approach: broad stakeholder commitment;
though conflicts are not explicitly addressed; most success stories
are found on the local level;
Good cooperation of government departments; but getting all
concerned departments committed remains a challenge;
Links and coherence of all strategies and programmes in place
seem deficient;
Set of indicators in place, though no clear link to objectives of the
SD strategy, which also lacks quantitative targets (envisioned now
for 2005).

Hungary
/
PM office committed to participating in the SD process, which still
has to be designed.
( )/
Horizontal integration and policy coherence needs to be improved.
( )/
Stakeholder consultation and involvement has to be improved.
Establishment and development of the stakeholder council OKT is
positive.
Challenge of strategic directions for prioritization and actions still
has to be met.
Vertical coordination/integration needs to be taken into account
from the beginning.
All actors still need to be encouraged to take their own initiatives;
better coordination of NGOs and more involvement in national
policy making would be desirable.
Preparing a SDS is again postponed (until 2005/06).
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National SD strategies in nine countries: achievements
and challenges

Achievements and challenges of national SD strategies in each country are
assessed in a summarised way as follows.
achievement
( )
partial achievement
/
mixed: achievement and challenge
( )
partial challenge
challenge

/( )

/( )

( )/

Belgium

/( )

/( )

/

( )/

Comprehensive strategy; environment is a bit limited (at least on
the measures side) because of limited federal competence;
The EU SDS plays a strong role;
Stakeholder consultation is taken seriously;
SDS as a ‘living document’ with clear priority fields and strategic
approach, but underpinning objectives are missing or a bit arbitrary.
Moving towards a national (vs. federal) SDS will be a challenge;
Getting all concerned departments committed is still a challenge,
but the institutional setting has beneficial potentials. Lead
responsibility is again given to a State Secretary for SD, now
attached to a powerful Vice-Prime Minister;
There was no systematic review of the first SDS yet (but a second
SDS was developed), which is partly due to its reputation as being
a “wish-list” and some problems with time frames; it might be
worthwhile to reconsider the review terms and mechanisms;
Overall, the emphasis in Belgium seems, due to the complex
institutional context, to lie a bit too heavily on the procedural
component, and substance gets lost a bit;
Agreeing on more clear, and quantitative objectives and (key-)
indicators will be a challenge.
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/( )

Commitment of the PM (chancellor), lead responsibility, steering
and coordination by the chancellery (PM office), with a green cabinet as horizontal coordination mechanism; this role is considered
as a key success factor, which has supported sticking to targets
and supported the commitment of other Ministries;
SDS as a ‘living document’ with priority fields and a comprehensive approach, and (partly quantitative) underpinning objectives;
though it is also criticised for lack of vision and strategic
approach, lack of link to other overarching government
program(s), and for being not ambitious enough;

( )

The mid-term review of the SDS was not entirely systematic: some
previously announced priorities were left out with no reference or
explanation, the previous priority fields lack measures of progress
and future measures are unclear;
Stakeholder consultation is now taken seriously, and the SD council plays a key role in experimenting with new forms of increasing
involvement of society;
So far poor vertical coordination: will have to be improved, if only
because of certain objectives that can only be reached with strong
commitment and cooperation of the Laender and local level; LA 21
initiatives still play a role, and may become a valuable partner;
So far poor link to EU policies and the EU SDS (recently improving); there are also coordination deficits in this respect.

Finland

/( )

/
/
( )/

Strong background in environmental sustainability: ranging on top
of the Environmental Sustainability Index (2002);
PM chairing the SD council gives political weight; continuity has
been achieved
Strong bottom-up approach: broad stakeholder commitment;
though conflicts are not explicitly addressed; most success stories
are found on the local level;
Good cooperation of government departments; but getting all
concerned departments committed remains a challenge;
Links and coherence of all strategies and programmes in place
seem deficient;
Set of indicators in place, though no clear link to objectives of the
SD strategy, which also lacks quantitative targets (envisioned now
for 2005).

Hungary
/
PM office committed to participating in the SD process, which still
has to be designed.
( )/
Horizontal integration and policy coherence needs to be improved.
( )/
Stakeholder consultation and involvement has to be improved.
Establishment and development of the stakeholder council OKT is
positive.
Challenge of strategic directions for prioritization and actions still
has to be met.
Vertical coordination/integration needs to be taken into account
from the beginning.
All actors still need to be encouraged to take their own initiatives;
better coordination of NGOs and more involvement in national
policy making would be desirable.
Preparing a SDS is again postponed (until 2005/06).
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( )/

/( )
/( )

/
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The SDS put issues on the agenda that had not been there before,
and addressed others differently than before; some progress has
been made in key policies like the National Development Plan;
Ireland seems to take seriously the need to tackle the backlog of
environmental problems; the state of environment at the same time
reveals that environmental policy was neglected during the 1990s;
there are still challenges in pollution reduction and prevention;
References to the EU SDS are not “linked” enough; national coordination mechanisms are favourable for a better linkage;
Stakeholder consultation has faced the challenge of opening up
towards interest groups that were not part of previous corporatist
arrangements; though wider consultation is now taken rather seriously, the traditionally strong groups still prevail; the SD council
has played an increasing role in giving advice from an overall
stakeholders point of view;
The SDS is still focusing on environmental integration, which is
crucial for the country and hence so far appropriate; getting other
departments committed though will remain a challenge and
joined-up thinking is still lacking; the concept of SD in this situation might face the problem of remaining environmentally biased;
the lead of the Ministry of Environment will have to be reflected
upon, at least when the SD agenda is moving towards a more
overarching stage;
Vertical coordination is meeting challenges, particularly facing the
somehow weakly co-ordinated and controlled planning system for
land use and economic development;
Lack of (quantitative) targets and systematic monitoring for the SDS.

The Netherlands
Early achievements in environmental policy;
Individual front-running companies: most bigger companies are
engaged in CSR;
/
Strong background in environment integration: transition processes are a promising approach, which currently in a phase of
experimenting and establishing innovative projects; so far little
influence internally on the policies of the MinE, and the link to the
SD(S) is very weak; there is hence the danger that it remains just
a project;
( )/
If SD is acknowledged as a concept at all, it is perceived as a
learning process, but leadership and a strategic approach are
missing; the MinE with overall responsibility for the national part
doesn’t seem to be a driving force; the PM is not interested; some
Ministries are (partly) committed for transition, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs plays a strong role, but weakly linked to the
national activities; Parliament doesn’t create a momentum either;

( )/

Improving stakeholder involvement and consultation: a strong
tradition of stakeholder involvement, but not well done for the
SD(S), - partly also due to previous overload of consultation;
Fragmented approaches and coordination deficits, some improvement aimed at, but it doesn’t appear as a breakthrough so far;
oversight seems to be missing;
SD(S) seems to be imposed and is largely seen as WSSD followup; hence there is no perceivable architecture, no strategic
approach: it appears as muddling-through, - and even if this is at
least partly a natural characteristic of a complex concept, tackling
this complexity by vision and strategy, prioritisation, followed by
means and objectives, linking with previous and ongoing policies
etc., is missing;
Agenda for SD(S) shall be “not static”, but this attitude does not
result in underpinning objectives; too much concentrating on action;
A new government slowed down the SD agenda more; possibly a
stakeholder institution (SD council) would have been able to
provide for more continuity (the “National Institute for SD (NIDO)”
has more an experimenting and facilitating function); also previously successful instruments in environmental policy were partly
abandoned (taxation) or reduced (subsidies);
The association of local authorities (VNG) has abandoned priority
for SD since the beginning of 2004 (no overview of local activities
incl. LA 21 was given; interview was refused).

Portugal

/

/

Starting to move into the direction that SD(S) is a learning process
(society and government): that an SDS is not a plan in the traditional sense (producing a plan which will be implemented), but
needs both the strategic vision and direction, and a ‘plan’ part
with decisions on actions, targets and resources;
PM office now leading;
Danger of overloading the SDS process with all the deficiencies of
a country: on the NGO side there is a lot of frustration about this
situation; for the government side the difficulty of dealing with
complexity becomes apparent: the second part of the process
stalled in the attempt to comprise all “plans” already existing;
Challenge of strategic directions for actions and prioritisation still
has to be met; a start is made in the new draft SDS (2004);
Vertical coordination/integration: Involvement of local communities has to be started;
Stakeholder consultation and involvement has to be improved:
Process has not been transparent; NGOs also lack support;
All actors still need to be encouraged and have adequate conditions in order to take their own initiatives;
Overall implementation deficit of government.
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/
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68

The SDS put issues on the agenda that had not been there before,
and addressed others differently than before; some progress has
been made in key policies like the National Development Plan;
Ireland seems to take seriously the need to tackle the backlog of
environmental problems; the state of environment at the same time
reveals that environmental policy was neglected during the 1990s;
there are still challenges in pollution reduction and prevention;
References to the EU SDS are not “linked” enough; national coordination mechanisms are favourable for a better linkage;
Stakeholder consultation has faced the challenge of opening up
towards interest groups that were not part of previous corporatist
arrangements; though wider consultation is now taken rather seriously, the traditionally strong groups still prevail; the SD council
has played an increasing role in giving advice from an overall
stakeholders point of view;
The SDS is still focusing on environmental integration, which is
crucial for the country and hence so far appropriate; getting other
departments committed though will remain a challenge and
joined-up thinking is still lacking; the concept of SD in this situation might face the problem of remaining environmentally biased;
the lead of the Ministry of Environment will have to be reflected
upon, at least when the SD agenda is moving towards a more
overarching stage;
Vertical coordination is meeting challenges, particularly facing the
somehow weakly co-ordinated and controlled planning system for
land use and economic development;
Lack of (quantitative) targets and systematic monitoring for the SDS.

The Netherlands
Early achievements in environmental policy;
Individual front-running companies: most bigger companies are
engaged in CSR;
/
Strong background in environment integration: transition processes are a promising approach, which currently in a phase of
experimenting and establishing innovative projects; so far little
influence internally on the policies of the MinE, and the link to the
SD(S) is very weak; there is hence the danger that it remains just
a project;
( )/
If SD is acknowledged as a concept at all, it is perceived as a
learning process, but leadership and a strategic approach are
missing; the MinE with overall responsibility for the national part
doesn’t seem to be a driving force; the PM is not interested; some
Ministries are (partly) committed for transition, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs plays a strong role, but weakly linked to the
national activities; Parliament doesn’t create a momentum either;

( )/

Improving stakeholder involvement and consultation: a strong
tradition of stakeholder involvement, but not well done for the
SD(S), - partly also due to previous overload of consultation;
Fragmented approaches and coordination deficits, some improvement aimed at, but it doesn’t appear as a breakthrough so far;
oversight seems to be missing;
SD(S) seems to be imposed and is largely seen as WSSD followup; hence there is no perceivable architecture, no strategic
approach: it appears as muddling-through, - and even if this is at
least partly a natural characteristic of a complex concept, tackling
this complexity by vision and strategy, prioritisation, followed by
means and objectives, linking with previous and ongoing policies
etc., is missing;
Agenda for SD(S) shall be “not static”, but this attitude does not
result in underpinning objectives; too much concentrating on action;
A new government slowed down the SD agenda more; possibly a
stakeholder institution (SD council) would have been able to
provide for more continuity (the “National Institute for SD (NIDO)”
has more an experimenting and facilitating function); also previously successful instruments in environmental policy were partly
abandoned (taxation) or reduced (subsidies);
The association of local authorities (VNG) has abandoned priority
for SD since the beginning of 2004 (no overview of local activities
incl. LA 21 was given; interview was refused).

Portugal

/

/

Starting to move into the direction that SD(S) is a learning process
(society and government): that an SDS is not a plan in the traditional sense (producing a plan which will be implemented), but
needs both the strategic vision and direction, and a ‘plan’ part
with decisions on actions, targets and resources;
PM office now leading;
Danger of overloading the SDS process with all the deficiencies of
a country: on the NGO side there is a lot of frustration about this
situation; for the government side the difficulty of dealing with
complexity becomes apparent: the second part of the process
stalled in the attempt to comprise all “plans” already existing;
Challenge of strategic directions for actions and prioritisation still
has to be met; a start is made in the new draft SDS (2004);
Vertical coordination/integration: Involvement of local communities has to be started;
Stakeholder consultation and involvement has to be improved:
Process has not been transparent; NGOs also lack support;
All actors still need to be encouraged and have adequate conditions in order to take their own initiatives;
Overall implementation deficit of government.
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III Conclusions and outlook

Sweden

/

/

Sustaining Sustainability

/
( )

Balancing three key governance dimensions
This study reveals again, not so surprisingly, that the governance dimension
of SD policies is of utmost importance for several reasons:
• The need to improve policy coherence, coordination and integration, asks for
new and innovative horizontal and vertical mechanism within government.
• The Agenda 21 approach, now implemented in e.g. the Aarhus convention, of capacity building, ownership and civil society engagement on all
levels, has to be fostered.
• The variety of priority issues and objectives among member states’ SD
strategies is an asset, as it shows the variety of momentum. In order not
to get lost in the sheer quantity of issues a more quality based exchange
of experiences e.g. through a best practice approach would help.
Moving towards SD is a learning process, as is acknowledged in almost all
examined countries, and it requires patience and stamina to live through
some inevitable aspects of muddling-through. Nevertheless, there must be
enough credibility and reliability:
Ideally, the complex SD processes with a holistic claim need to find a kind of
balance between existing “poles” (extremes) in key governance dimensions.51 They need both leadership and ownership, both bottom-up and topdown, both firmness and flexibility, which could be translated as “planning”
and “learning”. All of these have their own pitfalls: Ownership and bottomup must not mean “anything goes”, without a vision and objectives for SD,
broken down to concrete measures; emphasising bottom-up must not be an
excuse for “business as usual” on the government side; flexibility and
“learning” must not lead to arbitrariness, which would heavily undermine
accountability. Each country has a different starting point on the line
between these “poles”, and it is likely recommendable to move towards the
other end of the spectrum during the future process.
National SD strategies should hence be based on a self-reflection and selforientation in each country, preferably including the visions and streams of
other levels. It might be a government initiative, which considers regional
and local levels, stakeholders and civil society during the phase of problem
definition, but it must be acknowledged that if only for internal ‘governance’
reasons this might not always be possible. If so, the dialogue with nongovernmental actors needs to be sought immediately after a government
draft is produced. Government might also encourage those levels to develop
their own views in parallel. In any case the levels should be permeable, and
which comes first depends on the country’s tradition.

United Kingdom
/( )
Comprehensive SDS with priority fields, but little evidence that
they derive from SD considerations as such; they seem to have
developed their ‘own lives’ over time and the relation to the SD(S)
has become less clear;
/( )
Transparent system of headline indicators, regular and systematic
monitoring against them, clear and comprehensible progress
reports; quantitative targets depend on “Public Service
Agreements”, which are more opaque and not reported on
comprehensively;
/( )
Stakeholder consultation is taken seriously, and the SD council
plays an important part in getting stakeholders as well as the
local and regional levels involved; {Inge: why the (diamond) mark
for this item?}
/( )
Vertical coordination has become a major issue in light of the
devolved countries since 1999: the overall irritation/confusion
about this situation causes significant challenges;
( )/( ) Leadership deficiencies, though not heavily discussed;
( )/
So far poor link to the EU SDS; there are also coordination deficits
in this respect; regarding EU policies in contrast the UK has quite
a pro-active approach.

More understandable architecture and reviewing
The strategies should create a transparent architecture of vision, objectives,
51
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This insight appears somehow obvious. Quite surprisingly though in philosophy it can almost only be
found in the Chinese paradigm(s) (inter alia “yin and yang”).
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/( )

Strong background in ‘ecological sustainability’, now having
successfully widened out;
SDS as a ‘living document’ with at the same time strong underpinning objectives, so far in the environment field (also in place also
for health);
PM office now leading and meant to be the driving force, MoE with
overall responsibility;
Get all concerned departments committed; as well as overall
ownership for the SDS;
Further prioritising will be a challenge (for the coordination unit),
inter alia as stakeholders tend to regard their own field as the
most important;
Not losing the traditionally strong role of the local level in SD
(Local Agenda 21); improve the link of national and local activities/strategies;
Get back to better stakeholder involvement and consultation;
Agreeing on (headline) indicators, and streamlining the ones used
in different processes, will be a challenge.
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United Kingdom
/( )
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/( )
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/( )
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local and regional levels involved; {Inge: why the (diamond) mark
for this item?}
/( )
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( )/
So far poor link to the EU SDS; there are also coordination deficits
in this respect; regarding EU policies in contrast the UK has quite
a pro-active approach.

More understandable architecture and reviewing
The strategies should create a transparent architecture of vision, objectives,
51
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This insight appears somehow obvious. Quite surprisingly though in philosophy it can almost only be
found in the Chinese paradigm(s) (inter alia “yin and yang”).
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and ideally also quantitative targets. If the latter is not possible for political
reasons, or target setting is moved to individual Ministries, the SDS and its
progress reports need to monitor this. Progress should be monitored with
indicators. Agreeing on indicators often seems to be a challenge in itself,
but should not be postponed. Reviews of SD strategies should be as transparent as possible: This study reveals that many reviews remain quite
opaque even to an involved researcher - and it is rather obvious what this
means to the general public. A systematic link between objectives and/or
targets and indicators is in place in only a minority of countries. There are
political reservations for such a clear approach, as the political day-to-day
life rather likes flexibility, and committing to targets is rather difficult.
Nevertheless, the utmost should be sought for.

Sustaining Sustainability

New type of leadership
SD policies also require leadership, and within this a new type: Leadership
must stand firm for accountable objectives and at the same time be open to
and/or encourage “bottom-up” initiatives. It should be acknowledged that
governments may have to adjust objectives, but still the challenge is to
maintain them, and monitor progress against them.
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SD councils as valuable mechanisms
SD councils are well-acknowledged ‘watchdogs’ for the three aspects of
governance/coordination, architecture and leadership, and the holistic view
in general. If the monitoring system of the government is deficient, they
typically raise their voice and make proposals. These councils are valuable
breeding grounds for innovative approaches and solutions, deriving from
independent stakeholder dialogue “among each other”. A government-led
setting seems appropriate only in Scandinavian countries, where there is a
traditionally close relationship between government and non-governmental
actors. In other countries that chose this setting, it is rather likely that
government does not want to let things get out of their hands, - wherever
this attitude comes from. SD councils have contributed significantly to
better communication of SD policies into society - through their members,
who carry the debate and results into their organizations and through innovative actions in encouraging all kinds of societal groups for SD. Not
surprisingly, the political authority of a council, and hence also its possibility to reach significant actors, appears to be greater if the council is linked
to the “highest level”. Such bodies should be established and fostered in
each member state with an independent and deliberative style, which
seems to be the most productive one. Countries with a rather corporatist
style, and hence a certain established power of trade unions and employers
(often in an institutionalised setting) may face difficulties in the relationship between these traditional stakeholders and “other” civil society
organizations. This also affects a (new) SD council, and hence needs to be
addressed. In Belgium there are revealing experiences, which might be
useful for other countries.

Conclusions and outlook

Lessons to learn at the European level
Some of the national insight may be extrapolated to the European
Commission:
• The Commission’s horizontal coordination needs are comparable to those
of member states, but the Commission does not seem to search actively for
such learning points. Because of a low degree of integration with other
policies the EU SDS tends to be perceived as a ‘stand-alone’ issue, which
does not encourage national SDSs. For member states such efforts are
politically more difficult, because of e.g. the constitutional power of individual Ministers. Commissioners in contrast do not face such a (potential
and real) political difficulty that originates in standing for elections.
• Leadership at the “highest” level has shown to be beneficial in member
states, if a certain degree of dedication is given. Even if this is not the
case in the first place, actors concerned have often been working continuously to achieve it.
Both regarding the coordination mechanisms and the leadership aspect,
there is a lack of creativity and engagement to improve the situation. The
Commission is designed as a college, and one would expect that such a
collective decision-making body would have developed sophisticated coordination mechanisms. The standard method of coordination though is the
“inter-service consultation”, which lacks direct contact of acting individuals,
and is reminiscent of standard mechanisms in big bureaucracies 20 years
ago. The only mechanism with some higher degree of ‘intra-activity’ are the
“inter-service working groups”. It is up to the Commission as a college to
decide for which proposal such a group should be installed; but there seems
to be no significant request or urge to increase that in the light of the SD
agenda (though the EU SDS was elaborated in a rather cooperative way).
The other opportunity in this context could be the Impact Assessment (IA),
introduced since 2003. But this instrument is not designed in the light of a
cooperative approach: It is also decided by the College, whether an interservice working group for IA is installed. The guidelines for IA had a laudable procedural spirit, but in the reality of 2003 the instrument was not used
to increase intra-active approaches. Instead battles have been and still are
fought over methodology, and the instrument seems to develop into a very
technocratic style. External advice might be helpful to overcome a stalled
situation.
A lead coordination of the Commission’s (Vice-)President should be aimed at,
particularly in the current situation of a change of actors. This would have to
be taken seriously, including the provision of enough capacity in the
Secretariat General, and a committed unit would need to have the authority
to organise an SD process internally, i.e. challenge other DGs to participate,
deliver and reflect, and initiate and overlook the external consultation.
Institutions are not a panacea, and this also applies to SD councils. For the
Commission a SD roundtable or sounding board would nevertheless be desirable, if set up in a way that has shown benefit in member states. Each
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member state would not necessarily have to be represented: smaller ones
could for example jointly appoint a member to such a body. It could serve
both as a nucleus for innovation and, as in member states, as a watchdog for
the holistic view. Such a body would also oversee the linkages to the
national SD strategies. Other advisory bodies of the Commission, such as
the EESC and the CoR, also need to be given a role in overseeing the SDS
implementation. The former has an intrinsic value with its stakeholder
composition, though the group of “other stakeholders” needs to be strengthened. The latter could and should be a valuable link to the regional and
local levels, and their SD strategies.
In contrast to shifts in attitudes in the member states towards more ‘learning’, the Agenda 21 approach of capacity building, ownership and civil society
engagement on all levels seems to be not taken up at the European level.
Though stakeholder consultation has been intensified during the past years,
it so far has been conducted in a rather old-fashioned way of hearings that
does not stimulate controversial and productive dialogue. The EESC opinion
on the EU SDS52 raises crucial points in this respect. The Commission’s
expert groups, installed e.g. by DG Environment for the Thematic Action
Programs under the 6th EAP, are often badly managed, which puts the burden
on the participating stakeholders who typically have much less capacity than
government representatives or the Commission itself. Documents are for
example often circulated at very short notice, which makes it impossible to
reflect upon them within the participating interest groups.
The criticism of the architecture of national SD strategies applies also to the
EU SDS: In particular the link to the Lisbon strategy has to be made clear,
and the EU SDS needs to be better interwoven with other policies. Those
need to refer to the SDS objectives, and be developed accordingly. In the EU
SDS itself objectives should be underpinned with quantitative targets.
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Key policy fields
There are certain policy fields that are considered as particularly difficult to
make progress in. Some are rather country specific and can be tackled
nationally (like waste policy in Ireland, land use planning in several cases).
For other fields in many cases EU action is stated as desirable or required, as
the national room for manoeuvre is small. These fields include: climate
change and energy policy, transport, CAP and biodiversity, as well as some
cross-cutting issues and instruments like environmental taxation, subsidies,
trade and product standards. Overall, there is a clear demand for more EU
funding in Research & Development (e.g. for biofuels, environmental innovation in general), and the 7th Research Framework Program should include
the possibility for pilot projects in SD.
Improvements vis-à-vis the EU level on member states’ side
National SD strategies and councils need to enhance the degree of considering EU policies, which would best be achieved if councils had this as explicit
task in their remit. Within government the coordination between policy and
52 EESC, NAT/229, 28.4.2004.
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the EU units in all Ministries in most examined cases need to be improved,
and also the role of the Foreign Ministry often should be clarified. If provided
with some increased capacity, national councils could support activities for
stimulating on national level the consideration and debate of EU SD policies.
Future challenges
For the future the following actions are recommended:
• Scrutinising the results of the Commission’s 2004 survey on national SD
strategies; continuing and deepening this examination.
• Performing comparative research:
- on national targets and indicators in place, including the way they are
linked and used for monitoring progress; one outcome of this would also
be a set of (targets and) indicators commonly used, or used by a majority of member states, of which the EU SDS could profit (and the other
way round: considering the proposals of Eurostat, which are expected to
be published by the end of 2004); conditional targets, as introduced in
Belgium and Germany, might be an interesting instrument for other
member states to better link the national and the EU dimension;
- action research on stakeholder participation: comparative research on
different ways of consultation, involvement and participation;
- on the relation of government programs and SD strategies, and the
role of Parliaments in order to identify the potential for improving the
long-term perspective;
- on the role of social-economic partnerships and/or a social-economic
council for SD processes, and their relationship to SD councils and
civil society organizations (“other stakeholders”);
- on the potentials for improving vertical coordination and integration.
Overall, the 7th Research Framework Program needs to put innovation into
the framework of SD; given the important governance dimension, the share
of social sciences has so far been much too low, and also the definition of
“research” is too narrow.
• Capacity building:
- conducting a “SD marathon” through all EU member states for
discussing the EU SDS, stimulating national actors, and exploring
national SD strategies and actions;
- supporting existing national SD councils in dealing more with the
European dimension, including the EU SDS, and including more innovative styles of debate.
• Promoting the establishment of national SD councils to operate in an
independent manner.
• Establishing a continuous sounding board for systematically feeding
ideas and actions from the national level into the EU SDS.
National advisory councils and Europe
EEAC, as a network of national and regional advisory councils, was founded
and operates with the objectives of exchanging national knowledge, experi-
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• Promoting the establishment of national SD councils to operate in an
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ences and learning from each other, as well as improving the consideration
of European policies in national policy making and vice-versa. It is a bottomup network that operates with the same independence as its members. It
produces joint statements for improving European policies with national
experiences. The ‘Kinsale challenge’ with recommendations for the EU SDS
is an example (cf. Appendix 2).
The initiative of the national environment and SD councils participating in
this study, and their cooperation in the framework of EEAC, should be
welcomed: It is an indicator that, after a phase of self-orientation regarding
national SD strategies, both exchanging experiences and advising on EU
policies aspects are now taken more seriously.
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